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Purpose

Jefferson Proving Ground, a former Army munitions testing facility in southeastern Indiana, was
closed in 1995. Established prior to the beginning of WWII, JPG live tested artillery ammunition,
bombs, mines, as well as weapons systems for 53 years, resulting in many of the local population to
refer to nearby Madison, Indiana as "Boomtown." TIhe 55,265-acre installation, which overlapped
three counties, had a huge impact on the region's economy and the residents and helped to shape
the region as we know it today.
As this volume is being finalized, it is the year 2010, and the last high school seniors who
remember the jarring reverberations caused by the firing when they were kids have long since
graduated. Today, few students and less and less of the local population know the story of JPG.
They see the miles of rusty chain link and barbed wire fencing surrounding the vast property
and wonder what is inside, but most have no idea what the mission of the facility was or how it
affected the area and our nation's history.
The purpose of this book is to provide a glimpse of the impact of JPG through oral history
accounts, newspaper articles, and previously unpublished photographs. This volume represents
the combined efforts of members of the Jefferson Proving Ground Heritage Partnership, a nonprofit organization affiliated with Historic Hoosier Hills Resource, Conservation & Development.
Members have been active for several years taking and transcribing oral histories, gathering
research, and scanning photographs. Due to the time involved and the number of people who
participated in providing and recording personal histories, readers will note a variety of formats
in the text. The JPGHP hopes that readers will understand that people communicate in different
styles, and keep in mind that Hoosiers occasionally have some trouble conjugating verbs when
they speak.
During the years JPG operated, there was limited public information available. The Army
published a few booklets and allowed the public to come in and view demonstrations on the
annual Armed Forces Day, but information was still strictly controlled. It must be remembered
that the Cold War was ongoing, and the Army was required to maintain a high level of security.
Employees attended annual security "OPSEC" training sessions and were directed not to discuss
their jobs or the proving ground with strangers and even friends and neighbors. Of course this
was easier said than done as Madison was a relatively small community and especially when a
homeowner's window was shattered by the sound waves generated by the artillery firing.
This air of secrecy started to change in 1988 when it was announced that JPG would be closed.
People, especially those whose family members had been forced to leave their homes, showed
renewed interest in their ancestral lands. JPG employees such as Mike Moore, Gary Stegner, and
Jim Clark responded to these interests by putting up historical displays, gathering initial oral
histories, conducting family surveys, and providing guided tours (where safely feasible) to the
old family homesteads. Early residents like Louis Munier, whose family resided just south of Big
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Creek in Monroe Township, and the Wildman sisters, Opal and Geneva, from Marble Corner,
contributed their historic photographs, artifacts, and documents, and soon interest in JPG started
to snowball.
Author/historian Sue Baker used the Wildman sisters' photo scrapbook as the primary resource
for her 1990 book, "For Defense of Our Country: Echoes of Jefferson Proving Ground," and
today this remains the best orientation reference in learning about the installation. The book's
first printing sold out years ago, but reprints and used volumes are available. Up until that time
the only book that dealt with JPG and the government "takeover" was a slim hardback volume
published in 1981. Chilton Thomson, the youngest son of Alexander Thomson who had Old
Timbers Lodge built in the early 1930's, wrote "Old Timbers- Heartwarming memories about
an Indiana farm." This book describes family activity at Old Timbers Lodge, a 9,400 square foot
timber and stone structure, and the heartbreak when the family was forced to leave. It is available
as a reprint through Historic Hoosier Hills (HHH), Versailles, Indiana.
A more recent site specific book is Barbara Jachimiak's "A History of Saint Magdalene Catholic
Church," published in 2005 through assistance provided by the JPG Heritage Partnership
(JPGHP). This book details the history and sad ending of the area's largest church and is available
through HHH and selected local bookstores. In 2006, the JPGHP also had published a newspaper
clippings book that featured in chronological order articles from area and regional papers that
documented the early construction and operation of JPG. This too is available through HHH
and the Jefferson County Historical Society. Jean McClellan, who was born and raised along
the Benville Road (J Road) section of JPG, also in 2006, published "Come Visit," a collection
of personal histories that provides a poignant look at how the proving ground' s establishment
impacted peoples' lives in the north end. In 2009, the JPGHP published a second newspaper
clippings book focused on Ripley County.
Further mention needs to be made of the JPG Heritage Partnership which is responsible for the
publication of this book as well as several other endeavors in making sure today's generation
do not forget the sacrifice and contributions made by the early residents and employees in the
establishment and operation of JPG. This small group made up primarily of people whose
family members had been disrupted by the Army's "takeover" and former employees interested
history, was formed in 1996. The JPGHP operates as a committee under HHH and consequently
receives full benefit as a 501-C-3 non-profit organization. In addition to the books, the group has
sponsored annual educational seminars on the history ofJPG and has hosted several historic tours
to past sites of communities and residences. The group funded addition of a museum exhibit to
the Heritage Center of the Jefferson County (IN) Historical Society and hopefully the Ripley and
Jennings County Historical Societies will also have a permanent exhibit. Once these projects are
completed, future generations will be better able to learn about JPG's military and pre-military
history and hopefully will appreciate the trauma and turmoil experienced by people who all made
tremendous contributions in helping to safeguard our country.
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Introduction

Jefferson Proving Ground was a 55,265-acre US Army munitions testing installation in southeastern
Indiana. "Was" because it is no longer-closed in 1995 as a government cost savings measure and
now re-designated as Big Oaks National Wildlife Refuge. The story of JPG is similar in many
respects to hundreds of other locations across the United States where the government exercised
its right of eminent domain in taking over private lands and forced people to vacate their homes
and farms for the good of the nation. America's military build-up in 1941 just prior to the Pearl
Harbor and entering the war in Europe remains a seldom publicized chapter of our county's
history and is deserving of a detailed history. However, it is not the intent of this volume to cover
this overall military history but to focus on this installation and the people of southeastern Indiana
who were affected when JPG was established in 1940 and closed 55 years later.
It is somewhat ironic that the story of JPG has come full circle-from virgin forest to settlement
to a defense facility and back to forest. At the turn of the 19th Century, the Northwest Territory,
that region north of the Ohio River, was a wilderness featuring unbroken stands of mature oaks,
beech, and yellow poplar and numerous tribes of Native Americans. Wildlife was abundant and
included white-tailed deer, beaver, foxes, turkey, and flocks of passenger pigeons so thick it was
reported they blocked out the sun.
In 1811 William Harbert constructed a cabin along what today is called Harbert's Creek. Shortly
thereafter a blockhouse was built in the vicinity of Wirt. This blockhouse was square-shaped
wooden stockade encompassing a half -acre and each corner contained a log house providing
protection and shelter.
Risk Bentley in an interview for JPG's 5 0 ,h anniversary celebration in 1991 stated that he had
seen evidence of this blockhouse when he was a boy. It was located on the western edge of the
JPG property not far from his house.
Taken from a rare volume entitled "Vawter Family in Indiana", early settler James Burns recorded
that "upon reaching this stronghold, people ran out and closed the gates, thinking that we were
Indians." As evidenced by the nearby Pigeon Roost Massacre, the threat of Indian attack was
real, but by the time the War of 1812 ended, nearby tribes such as the Shawnee and Delaware
were forced under a government treaty to leave their ancestral home, and the Indian threat
diminished.
Almost immediately the area opened up to settlement and hearty souls from Pennsylvania,
Maryland, Virginia, and the Carolinas migrated to this new territory. The forests were cleared,
and by the mid-1800's, virtually every acre was under private ownership. People today generally
mistakenly perceive the Hoosier State as one vast corn and soybean field. Certainly this was not
the case in the 19th Century. A look at the early plat maps reveals a checkerboard pattern of
smaller farmsteads. Occasionally a larger farm might total 160 acres, but typical family farms
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were typically 80 acres or less. Almost all had woodlots to provide fuel for heating and cooking
and an area where livestock could root for acorns and other food.
This land use pattern of small farms and rural communities dominated the landscape well into
the 20th Century, but changes were coming. In 1940 the government targeted southeast Indiana
for establishment of a large ammunition testing facility. Over 500 families were residing in the
86 square miles that became Jefferson Proving Ground. The rapid removal of these families,
most of who moved willingly as a sad but patriotic response to the needs of the government, was
surpassed only by the unbelievably quick construction of the proving ground's buildings and
firing positions. Amazingly the residents were notified in December of 1940 that they had to leave
their homes and five months later, on May 10th, 1941, the first round of artillery ammunition
was shot downrange.

No time to tear down a barn in Ripley County,
Army contractors just built the fence right on through the barn.
JPG's operational history was one marked by wartime build-up followed by peacetime downsizing
with the facility put in a caretaker status. Throughout its 55 years as an Army installation, the
mostly civilian workforce effectively accomplished their mission in an unassuming manner and
resulted in huge economic contributions to Madison and the surrounding region. Production
acceptance testing of munitions remained JPG's sole mission and consequently American soldiers
were always assured that the ammunition they used to defend the nation was safe and performed
the way it was designed. With JPG being managed as a government owned, government operated
(GOGO) installation, there were occasions when the Army considered operating JPG under
contract, but this never occurred when studies showed that the local government work force could
perform the duties more cost effectively.
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But there were always rumors of closing, and ultimately rumor became fact. In 1988, right
before Christmas, as a recommendation of the Congressionally established Commission for Base
Realignment and Closure, an announcement was made that JPG would be closed by September
30, 1995. At first few believed this would happen, but this time the situation was different. JPG
was going to close, regardless of the ignored reality that most of the installation was contaminated
with unexploded ordnance---artillery shells, mines, and bombs that did not explode but could
still be live and dangerous. During JPG's operation, approximately 24 million rounds were fired,
and it is estimated that a million and a half are "duds"-those rounds that did not go off but still
pose as a potential hazard.
As noted at the beginning, JPG has come full circle in terms of land use. In 2000, five years after
the installation was closed, the range area north of the firing line was designated as Big Oaks
National Wildlife Refuge to be managed by the US Fish & Wildlife Service. During the decades
it operated as a testing facility, there were over 55,000 acres of mixed wooded and open land,
completely fenced off to limit human access. The trees grew, habitat improved, and deer, turkey,
coyotes, beaver, and river otters, species whose numbers had diminished in the early 20th Century,
were reintroduced or migrated back on their own. The US Fish & Wildlife Service, recognizing
the substantial natural resource value and opportunity, agreed to administer the property as an
overlay refuge meaning the Army would retain continued ownership because of the unexploded
ordnance contamination and the USFWS would assume management responsibility.
Many locals still refer to the property as JPG, and this causes some frustration among refuge staff
personnel who understandably want folks to recognize the property by its new designation. Most
likely it will take a generation before people routinely refer to the property as Big Oaks. It's easy
to understand, given the impact of JPG had on the thousands of people who were affected.
Since the installation was closed in 1995, other entities that have taken over management and
reuse of south end property formerly a part of JPG. Dupont, Indiana farmer and businessman
Dean Ford was the successful high bidder for acquiring 3,600 acres and over 400 buildings in
1996. The Madison Railroad purchased Building 216, the gunner's building that was originally
constructed as a locomotive repair facility, and has control of 17 miles of railroad track. Mr.
Ford sold 40 acres to The Indiana Department of Transportation, and the state has established
a regional highway maintenance complex reusing such structures as Building 227, the former
artillery repair building. The Southeast Indiana Solid Waste District acquired Building 534, a
former ammunition assembly facility, and converted it into a recycling center. The old buildings
were well constructed and still serve a purpose.
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An Area of Dramatic Contrasts- the Dilk Farm
Spring visitors to the refuge can identify early home sites by the daffodils, "Easter lilies," and
other flowers planted by early residents. Charles Dilk, a descendant of the Dilks who are shown
moving their shrubs as they were forced to vacate, was escorted back into the restricted portion of
the refuge by Army personnel to view his family's old home site. At the location, Mr. Dilk found
the foundations of the main home and most out buildings, the flowers his great grandmother
planted, and several artillery rounds lying on the ground. And perhaps most ironic is the radiation
warning sign designating the Dilk farm as the edge of the Army's depleted uranium test range.
JPG/Big Oaks certainly reflects an area of amazing contrast-a biological and cultural treasure
guarded by unexploded ordnance.

The Clements Dilk family even moved their plants when they moved in early 1941

Charles Dilk at the family farm 2008
xx

Families Removed in 1940 - How They Felt

George B. Bayless (August 31, 2006)

George Bayless recalling his days as an Oakdale student. ( May 16, 1992)
"I believe the first word of the coming of the Jefferson Proving Ground, in what we supposed to
be rumor form, came to us in early December 1940. Our response was pretty much "TIhis can't
happen." Very soon we knew it was going to happen. Our family consisted of my parents George W.
Bayless and Kathyrn Bayless, aged 51 and 45 respectively, my sister Roberta, 17, my grandmother
Eva Server, 86, and me, George B. Bayless, 11. Our family in its several roots came from early
nineteenth century settlers Bayless, Elliots, and Patrons having been purchasers of government
lands generally centering on what in my day was known as the Monroe Church Community. We
therefore thought that breaking ancestral ties to the land and the class community around it was
unthinkable. The break-up, however, was uncontestable.
My family, located a mile north of what was to be the firing line, was spared the rigorous of
the one month evacuation imposed upon those living south of the firing line whose facility
I
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construction was to start almost immediately. We were farmers and intended to continue as
such. Our problem was to find a suitable farm which could be bought at a manageable cost. The
number of relocating farmers, the lack of suitable farms for sale locally and a natural tendency
toward a seller's market caused my parents to look toward the first and second ranks of counties
north of Jefferson County.
Beyond the difficulty of supporting home life while farm-hunting far away, our problems were
intensified by the fact that my 86 year old grandmother had been an invalid for eighteen years. My
uncle who lived in Utah helped greatly with the house keeping and nursing problem by sending
his wife, my Aunt Virginia Server, to assist. I can't see how we could have managed the difficult
situation without her help. Monday through Saturday in December and January saw my parents
performing the morning "chores," driving the 1926 Chevrolet (without a heater) to Greensburg,
Rushville, or Columbus, looking over farms, all of which were inadequate to our needs, under the
guidance of newly hatched farm sales agent, then driving home to late "chores" and supper.
My twelfth birthday occurred on 5 January 1941. I was in the sixth grade at Oakdale School. I
don't remember when we were scheduled to vacate the old home, but finding a new place became
critical in January. After much discouraging searching, my parents went to Greensburg with
the intention of buying a farm near Westport in Decatur County, a farm which was not highly
desirable but which would sustain life. That day, by a happy alteration of plans, they bought a
farm about 5 miles southeast of Greensburg, of which my mother reported "That is the only place
we have looked at where I think I can breathe." It has been our family home ever since. I have a
"tap root" very deep here, but there is still a broken off piece of tap root in the ground of the old
home. My mother and I spent our first night at the new home 16 February, 1941. My sister spent
the remainder of her senior year in high school living with my mother's second cousin in North
Madison. The rest of the family, our house furnishings, machinery, livestock, and feed supply
were moved during the week.
The U. S. Government revised the purchase price of our old home downward after we had bought
the new place. My parents had to go back into debt to pay for the farm and the improvements,
which had been foreseen as needed when deciding to buy the new farm. They had managed by
hard work, good management, and frugality to pay off the debt on the old farm in 1939. We have
always felt that we could not have found a better place to settle. The move was a sizable economic
setback, debt instead of gain, inability to give much financial assistance to my sister during her
college years, and higher operating expenses because the new farm required purchases of materials
which the old farm offered freely. By 1951, when I graduated from college, my parents were back
to where they would have been financially in 1941."
(Taken from a letter written to Pam Zehren)
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Alta Harrell (surviving teacher), Sue Baker, Colonel Weekly, Frances Yancey
(surviving teacher) at the Oakdale School commemorative ceremony Oct. 23, 1993.
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Carl Busch

JPG Memories
All my experiences of living in the Proving Grounds were limited because my family moved away
in 1941 when I was 5 years old. My earliest memories are of the home place. My great-grandfather
John Busch and his wife and their first four children, Hannah, Elizabeth, John, and Ann, were
born in Prussia. They came to this country on February 28, 1849 and arrived in Ripley County
when John was about 40 years of age. John purchased 120 acres in Jefferson County just north
of Big Creek and south of Marble Corner. The farm bordered the Jefferson-Ripley County line
on the north side and the road now known as the Center Recovery Road on the west side. Two
more children were born in the new country, Jake and Michael.
My grandfather Michael and his wife Catherine had seven children, Mary, Catherine, John, Anna,
Elizabeth, Bernard, and Michael. My Aunt Catherine and Uncle John died in 1901 of typhoid
fever three weeks apart at ages 20 and 19. Typhoid again struck the family in 1929 when Bernard,
my dad, and Uncle Mike both spent time at King's Daughter's Hospital in Madison. They both
recovered, but my grandmother was worn down with nursing them, she took sick and died a week
later at King's Daughter's Hospital at 86 years of age.
My mother, Dorothy, was born in 1903 in Millersburg north of Indianapolis. She was the first
child of Jefferson and Alice Sammons. Dorothy, her parents, and a brother Clarence moved to
a farm in Jennings County at the intersection of Jefferson, Ripley, and Jennings Counties. My
mother's brother Harold and sister Faye were born on that farm.
My dad, Bernard Busch, and my mom, Dorothy Sammons, were married by Father Hunger
and were members of St. Magdalene Parish. They lived on the 120-acre farm that had been in
the family many years. I was born in January 1936 and was delivered by Dr. Denny. The doctor
told my dad, "He is a fine boy, Bernard, even if you had to wait 50 years to get him." The year
1936 had one of the coldest winters and one of the hottest summers on record. I got toughened
up early as there were no modern heating or cooling systems-just use the wood stove or open up
the windows.
My time in Jefferson County was short but was a distinct and vivid time for me. I have
vivid memories of the homestead even though I was at a young age. Early recollections of
the neighborhood were the trashing rings, corn shredding rings, and butchering when all the
neighbors came to our place. It was a time of excitement for a small boy. The men would do the
working and the women would do the cooking. The effects of the great depression were still going
on and everybody pretty well stuck together.
Our 1929 Buick coupe with its rumble seat was our chariot. It had a wooden steering wheel and
wood spoke wheels. Louis Hill was the car dealer who sold Dad the Buick. Pulling up the hill at
Hanging Rock on icy roads was tense. I remember when Dad stopped at Custer's store in Marble
Corner for alcohol antifreeze as we were returning from St. Magdalene Church on a cold morning.
4
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The wind blowing through the big pine trees in the churchyard made a lonesome sound. It seemed
strange to see big trees there for the surrounding area was all flat with no trees.
I can still see Dad sitting on the edge of the concrete water trough in the barnyard having a
heated discussion with Uncle Mike. Dad had hold of the halter of a big white horse. Uncle Mike
and Aunt Laura wanted to take the horse home. But the horse stayed with Dad. When I asked
about it later, Dad didn't have much to say; I don't know who was right or wrong. The only things
recognizable at the home place today are the four corners of the foundation of the barn and that
concrete water trough!
It was so cold riding in a box-bed wagon as Dad and Mom shucked corn in the field. I remember
the sights and sounds of neighbors helping with hog butchering and that crock of headcheese on
the stair steps. I also remember our trip to the sorghum mill with cane to be made into molasses.
Mom traded eggs at Custer's store for coal oil and basic needs. Most of our food came from
canning and processing our own vegetables and meat on the farm. To a five-year old in 1941,
these were the good old days!
I recall Dad's encounter with his new false teeth. The dentist in Madison sent him home with a
new set of false teeth and all seemed well until he tried to take them out. They would not budge
and he seemed very perturbed. He said if they didn't come out he was going back to the dentist
that evening to get those teeth out! After much tugging and pulling they came out, but he never
wore them again! That is, until he was in his casket.
Then I recall Dad making dead furrows in the "Buttermilk Flats" field on the north end of the
farm. He used a horse to pull a section of log to make the furrows. This ground between Marble
Corner and St. Magdalene didn't seem capable of supporting much of anything. Our neighbor, I
don't know who, asked for help to retrieve a stuck John Deere tractor in a cornfield. The tractor
had cultivators attached and those steel wheels really dug in deep. We didn't get the tractor out
and had to wait for the cornfield to dry up to pull the tractor out.
Dad and I stopped occasionally at the tavern at the bottom of Madison Hill for a glass of beer for
him and a sarsaparilla for me. I think it was Distal's Tavern. Dad bought me a wind-up motorcycle
with a rider on it. He got a big kick out of watching it go around on the kitchen floor. Mom said
he liked it better than I did. I have a faint memory of the mole trap that pinched my fingers when
I tripped it as I explored the trap set in the yard. I don't have a memory of the big rooster flogging
me with his spurs and making that scar over my left eye. But that rooster went in the stew pot!
At one time Busch's Woods was known for dances under the trees right there along the county
road. It was a well-known attraction. Dad hung lanterns in the trees for the dances. Later, wanting
a better light he went to Madison and bought an Aladdin double- mantle gas lantern with a very
ornate globe; I still have this lamp. Aunt Faye's husband, Uncle Clarence Stark, used to comment
about how he worked for my dad clearing out the underbrush getting ready for the dances..
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I remember going to visit Aunt Maine, Dad's oldest sister, and her husband, Uncle Pete, in north
Madison. It was a cold day and she had coal that she put in the stove to keep warm. Of course,
what I remember was mostly in winter.
My dad was deeply hurt by the forced move when the government took his land for the proving
grounds. He would not visit the Jefferson Proving Grounds after we left. The farm had been in
the family for generations; it was the home place and my dad fully expected to spend all his days
there. After having lost $10,000 in the Dupont Bank failure in the depression, being uprooted
by the US government, and having to locate quite a distance from his home, with a broken spirit
Dad resigned himself to never having any part in his home again. All this led to a shortening of
his life; he died in 1950 when I was just 14 years old. My mother spoke often of the community
but my father seldom mentioned it. One of Dad's old friends was Everett Munier, and Dad did
talk often about the Munier family. Some of them lived close to our farm.
I had no contact with the Proving Grounds after my family moved away until 2002 when the
JPGHP had their first seminar in Madison. By pure luck, I found a notice of the seminar on
the internet after hearing about it on the Batesville radio station. When I arrived at the seminar
and registered someone asked me if I was Bernard Busch's son. I was so amazed to hear anyone
mention my dad's name. In a few minutes I was talking to Louis Munier who knew my dad! My
first contact with the JPGHP was Louis Munier which brought back memories and talk of folks
I thought I would never hear about again.
When I learned of this group, it was a great opportunity to research the past. There is a story
here that needs to be available for future generations. I give many thanks to this group for putting
reality to these memories.

Reminiscences and Reflections
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Carl Busch thinking of his father sitting on the horse
tank that the family left behind in 1941.
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Norma Lou Irwin

Her Story
On February 6, 1924, my parents, Willard Adam and Verda Surber went to Versailles, Indiana
and were united in marriage. My father lived with his parents, Matthew and Mary Adam, who
lived on the Jefferson County line south of Marble Corner. My mother lived with her parents,
Ephriam and Mary Surber, who lived one mile east and approximately one half mile north of St.
Magdalene Catholic Church with the house situated on Little Graham Creek. Located on the
creek was a large round rock with a spring located under a side of the rock. This was the source
of their drinking water, delicious cool water. They had a cistern for their other source of water.
When my parents married, they moved to a large white house located across the creek from my
grandparents. Tfhe house sat atop a large hill overlooking the creek and was known as "the Turkey
Thompson" place. Later my Daddy's brother, Leslie, and his family occupied this house, as well as
the Robert Knox family from Kentucky and later the Basil Harmon family from Kentucky. The
Knox and Harmon families were good friends and neighbors of my parents. While my parents
lived in this house, my parents were blessed with a baby daughter, Mary June, arriving on June 6,
1926 (This same day Everett and Florence Richardson of the Bethel neighborhood were blessed
with a son, Darrel.)
In a short time my parents bought a little farm just a short distance north and east, and on June
13, 1929, my parents were blessed with another daughter- me, Norma Lou. Our barn was located
close to the creek and during the spring rains, water came very close to the barn. Our house was
on a high hill west of the barn and located on the main road. This farm had been known as "The
Robinson" place.
My earliest recollections of my life begin when I was three or four years old My family consisted
of a loving and hard working father and mother and a sister three years older than me We lived
on a little 50-acre farm with a large garden, chicken house, bam and a 5-room house located on
a small hill My daddy had a team of mules, named Polly and Skeiter I remember their names
well. Polly was smaller than Skeiter, who was taller and bigger. One day while playing in our side
yard, the team broke into the yard, running very fast. As they ran between the two cedar trees
where I was playing, my mother came out on the front porch to check on me. I was hugging the
trunk of one of the trees as they came pounding through All I could see were pounding hooves
coming my way. I'm sure when they were gone, I ran to Mama as fast as my little legs could carry
me. We had a little brown, black, and white dog named Teddy, whom I loved and with whom I
played, wrapping a little piece of thread around his neck and wrapping it around a chair leg. I
am told he would stand for hours if I did not untie him.
One day, Teddy was missing and Daddy went across the road to an open field and walked until
he found my dog's collar. I was without a dog until one day my Mother and I walked to a Bethel
Ladies Aid meeting at Herbert and Alice Man's home; I was probably about five years old. When
we were ready to start for home, Alice showed me their new little puppies and told me I could
8
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have one. I was delighted and so off we started walking towards home. It was a long walk and I
would carry the puppy for a while, then put her down and rest before resuming our walk. When I
arrived at home, after walking probably 4 or 5 miles, I ran to show Daddy my new puppy. Daddy
didn't seem too happy about this little white puppy! I wanted Daddy to be so pleased and I said,
"Daddy, what can I call my puppy?" and he said, "Well, call her Juppy". So I was delighted and
had my little rat terrier for many years until she passed away at the age of fourteen.
We had a horse named Freidie, and a buggy. My mother could drive the horse and buggy. We
had a Model T Ford with side curtains. My mother never learned to drive the Model T; however
she would take my sister to meet the school bus at Bethel School in the buggy where a big yellow
school bus would transport the children to New Marion with a grade school and high school.
We lived on our little farm until I was six years old. My folks had many friends come visit us.
Clyde and Goldie Curran and their son, who was between me and my sister in age, came one
Sunday. After our noon meal which, I'm sure, consisted of fried chicken, mashed potatoes, and
gravy, green beans, and sliced tomatoes, and pie. After eating and while playing on the outside
cellar steps, the boy killed a black snake and chopped it with a hoe. I was always frightened of
snakes because another time my sister and I were playing in the creek, Little Graham, which had
large ledges; and was just east of our barn.
We had been playing with the Mathews children, a boy, Marshall, one year younger than me and
his sister, a year or two younger than my sister and, after playing in the creek, we were running
back home, with me on the inside track of a ledge and my sister on the outside when a large
water moccasin came out of the ledge and struck me on my little toe. The pain was not severe
but we were scared and ran to the house crying for mother. In a panic and not knowing what
to do, she killed a young chicken and placed it on my toe. Daddy hurried to the neighbor to get
him to help him break the ledge and to retrieve the snake. The snake was a huge non-poisonous
water moccasin, which the neighbor, Charlie Wiley, killed. My daddy was about as frightened
of snakes as I have always been and many times I've heard him tell of the big snake that was as
big as his arm!
My mother had a canary which was in a cage on a hanging stand in the kitchen window. When
the canary died, my sister and I put it in a match box and had a funeral for it and buried it beside
the garden. When I went to bed at night, my Daddy always carried me upstairs to bed, but he
always wound the clock, and ate some raisins before he went to bed. Daddy would rock me to
sleep in a big rocker and sing little songs which he made up as he sang. These many years later, I
now have the big rocker in my sun room. Because I was small and frail and would not eat very
good, my mother would fix me a warm glass of milk right after she had milked the cows She
would put sugar and vanilla in it to try to get me to drink it. I'm not fond of milk yet today.
After the summer I was six, Mr. Alexander Thomson came calling and made Daddy an offer on
his farm. As times were hard, he sold the farm. I was sad to leave because my mother and sister
and I often walked down to my maternal grandparents to visit them. My grandfather was elderly
and sat in a big arm chair by the dining room window on the east side of the house. How long
he had been this way, I'm not sure.
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He had a great long white beard and I loved to visit. My grandmother always had a cookie jar in
the dining room cabinet and I was allowed to get me a cookie. Of course, we had walked through
the fields stopping to visit one of my favorites, Stella Caplinger. Stella lived with her father and I
guess her mother had passed away. She was a favorite friend of our family so we always stopped to
rest and visit with Stella each time we went to visit my grandparents. She, too, always had cookies
for the journey. Today, I own Stella Caplinger's family Bible, having bought it at a farm sale of
Barbara and Virgil Huelson. Barbara and Virgil were our future neighbors, as well as, Barbara
was somehow related to my father, and perhaps somehow related to Stella.
We walked south of Stella's past a house where my parents had lived when my older sister, Mary
June, was born. Later the home of the Robert Knox family, a family of five or six who came
from Kentucky-a wonderful family as I remember. They had attractive daughters and sons; one
daughter's name was Nell, whom I remember. At least, I remember my parents speaking well of
the Knox family and we visited with them. The family lived up on a high hill and after passing
their house, we walked down the hill to the creek and crossed over the creek to my grandparents.
If the creek was up, we would have to go down the creek a short distance to the high foot bridge
and cross over. My grandmother had a large snowball bush in the front yard and always a large
garden. They carried their drinking water from a spring with a large hanging rock overhead; of
course they had a cistern for catching water to wash, bathe, etc.
In the fall we moved to a farm, owned by Mr. Thomson, located west and north of our farm.
This was a temporary move as the former owners, Mr. and Mrs. Simmons, were elderly and were
moving back to Indianapolis. They had a big collie dog and wanted us to take him. We children
were delighted; he was a beautiful dog and we loved having him. I still had my little Juppy, and
now we had two dogs. After spending a long cold winter in this home in December, my paternal
grandfather died. I loved to visit my paternal grandparents too.
My grandfather would talk to me about his shoes which had little holes in the top and he would
tell me they were air holes, which I thought was funny. They had a mulberry tree out by the
fence and my little cousin and I would climb up to pick and eat the mulberries. When we went
to visit them, my grandmother always had a good dinner; but what I remember about the meal
was her delicious strawberries preserves, and I got to listen to her radio by earphones while my
parents visited. We had many experiences living here. I still had a small creek in which to play
and I started to school. I loved my bus driver, Howard Andrews who on occasion, would carry
me in to the house, if I had happened to go to sleep on the way home. He was a kind and loving
father and we lived a short distance off of the main road, so he would not awaken me, but carry
me to my home. He later had two or three daughters of his own I always kept in touch with
them in his later life.
While we lived in this house, other interesting things happened, such as, in the fall, the house
was re-roofed. The gentleman who did the work was a friend of my family, Red Powers, and as
he tore off the old shingles, I picked them up in my little red wagon. I liked Red and he would
talk to me and the work was fun and I was helping! We, also, had an old gentleman, known by
some as "the hermit" He lived in a little shack on the back of our farm and Daddy would take
food to him which was left from our meal and I would go with him to see Leander Hans. He ate
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mostly cracked corn and his house was not very warm and Daddy checked on him many times
that cold winter.
In the early spring of 1937, we moved to another farm that was much closer to "Old Timbers"
where Daddy was working and this was the original plan. The house was a large eight room house
with a large glassed in porch. The house which had been recently remodeled was located back a
lane from the main road. It had a barn, large orchard and we had lots of room for a garden and
pasture for our milk cows, pigs, chickens, ducks, geese, etc. We were farmers and were still able
to have our own farm.
Each day my father went to work over at the big barn - tilling the farm grounds, along with others,
maintaining the buildings, cutting firewood, or whatever work was necessary. My father was paid
a monthly salary and my mother cared for two daughters. Later we added a baby sister, July 11,
1940. Her name was Wanda Lee and mother told we girls not to nickname her, but before the
week was out, mother called her Peachie and she is known by that by many people yet today.
My mother was a hard working farm lady who milked the two or three milk cows, tended a large
garden, canning 7-800 quarts of food each year. She picked blackberries, cherries, grapes, and
apples, besides raising chickens, ducks, and geese. She picked feathers from the ducks and geese
to make our pillows.
Then, in 1937, I had a serious health problem which required two surgeries and approximately
two years of recovery. I tell you this to remind you of the "depression" years which had begun the
year of my birth. Many trips to the hospital at Batesville and to the doctor (Dr. Geo. S. Row), at
Osgood kept my daddy busy working, as well as, worried. My mother was busy and staying with
me at the hospital. My maternal grandmother, now a widow, came to live with us in 1937-38 and
did so until her death in March of 1942.
While I was recuperating many people came to see me. I was unable to go to school from October
until the following May. My sister brought my school assignments home and I was even permitted
to take my examinations at home, but I passed the third grade of school with the help of my
family and my teacher, Miss Ruth Haft. The pastor of Bethel Baptist Church, Rev. Malone came
to see me. Mrs. Alexander Thomson would walk over from Old Timbers when she was there.
Many friends, Basil and Eula Harmon and their two children, Jerry and Marjorie came, Florence
and Everett Richardson and Virgil and Barbara Huelson, Lester and Mable Furlough and son,
George, and my little playmate, Don Miller. Many others, too numerous to mention, besides my
many relatives, visited my family and shared with us.
We were eternally grateful and I shall always hold them dearly. My little playmate, Don, son of
the caretaker of Old Timbers, would slip away from home and come to play, he was only five, but
his mother, Hallie (Miller), knew he probably was at our house and she would send one of the
men to come and get him. Others who came were Basil and Eula Harmon with their children,
Jerry and Marjorie. Marjorie and I would play for hours out under a shade tree where we had a
bed sheet wrapped around my mother's bean poles , our wigwam, with a batch of green apples
and a paring knife. I don't remember getting a stomach ache!
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When my daddy came home from work one evening, he told us what the government planned
to do. We were shocked and it seemed we had been through so much turmoil, but the war news
was not good and the government did what it had to do - PREPARE - FOR - WAR!
We, like many others, wondered why it had to be our homes, farms, churches, cemeteries, schools,
and our entire families, parents, children, grandparents, cousins, aunts, and uncles,-- why this
particular area? People were in a state of shock and panic. Where could we find another job, farm,
home, school, friends, and church? But, after checking several different possibilities, and finding
nothing to compare, a decision had to be made before March, 1941. About March 15, 1941 we
were moving to the northern part of Jennings County on a county road with a farm situated
next door to a Baptist Church, Bear Creek, and near to three other families who were friends,
neighbors, and family in the Proving Ground. We were situated, but homesick. We entered the
Scipio school in March, many new faces, made a few friends and only knew the few we had met
at the church. Sometime in April or May our entire family had the mumps, baby sister first, then
mother, my older sister, and last, Daddy and me. We were all very sick, one barely able to go until
another would go down.
Finally, school was out and I was helping my mother with new baby chickens We still had our
horse, Freidie and our two dogs, Juppy and Rex, our collie, but Rex had come up missing shortly
after leaving the proving ground and Daddy had gone back to our old home and Rex came from
the garage to meet him. He thought we were only visiting and he walked the fifty miles to go
back home. Thank God for Rex, Daddy and God's love and care of us! Life was not to be the
same, just yet.
In July we had a severe electrical storm; lightning struck our house and it burned to the ground.
We were devastated again. Daddy and I had gone to the barn to scoop oats which had just been
threshed and had broken through the floor. Not knowing that the house was on fire, my mother
called us and with no telephone, no one knew. I was told to hold my baby sister in the car and
blow the horn. My mother and daddy tried to carry canned goods, which my mother had canned,
tried to keep my grandmother from going back into the house and, I'm sure my sister was grabbing
anything she could get from the burning house.
Very few things were saved; however my mother and daddy dragged the piano down over the
porch which later took six men to load on a truck. We were fortunate to have known the doctor,
Dr. Norton, who had treated us when we all had the mumps, because he owned a little farm in
Decatur County and north of our home. He had a small five-room house, which he said we could
move into until a new house could be built at the present location. Daddy had to travel back to the
farm daily to care for the livestock for approximately ten months. In March of 1942 my maternal
grandmother passed away and we returned to the original farm for a few years.
We had gone to the Decatur school while living in Dr. Norton's house and Daddy had us
transferred there for the remaining years until my sister graduated from high school in 1944. The
years we attended the Decatur school are remembered with fondness as we were once again able
to attend school with the families who we knew in the proving ground. In the fall of 1944, we
moved into Bartholomew County and I attended Columbus High School until my graduation
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in 1947. This was difficult for me, because I was now without my sister and the Columbus school
was so much larger than to what I had been accustomed.
I have told my story from beyond the proving ground to explain the affect of the move upon
my life. I realize life goes on for everyone, but circumstances do change our lives in unexpected
ways. I'm thankful for my life and all the things I have experienced. I thank God for His care
and guidance and I'm grateful for my family and the many friends I've made along the way.
Norma Lou Adam Irwin July, 2005

Willard Adam and daughter Norma Lou Irwin, (circa 1957).
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Louis Munier From "Voices From Monroe Township

Published by the Jefferson County Historical Society. T-hanks to Jan Bonnet who conducted the
interviews and Meredith Gregg who transcribed them.

Louis standing by old post that used to have a sign
indicating that Nicklaus Cannery was here.
Louis Munier (February 26, 1994)
How old were you when your family sold the farm?
I was twenty-one.

Did you live out at your family farm at that time?
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We moved a few years before but we still owned it and had it rented. I was the fourth generation
of Muniers to live on the farm. It was located on Big Creek. There was a big cement bridge right
by our barn that went across the creek. Between the Shun Pike and the Paper Mill Road. Our
closest neighbor was Clements Dilk. Next to him was John S. Smith. John Smith's son and I were
good friends. We were close to the same age. I had one brother and two sisters. I was the oldest.
Had your family lived on this land for a long time?
Yes, my great grandfather lived there and my grandfather. Then my father owned the farm -- he
bought his brothers and sisters out. My father died in 1931. My mother remarried.
Do you remember how much you received for your farm?
We had two farms totaling 202 acres and I remember that we got $7,500. My sister remembers
that we got $6,500.
Did your family think this was a fair price?
They thought it was too little for all the land and the buildings.
Did the government give you much time to move?
Thirty days.
I have heard that they promised you would have sixty days or one hundred twenty days or
something to move. But when the actual transaction occurred, they said, "Be out within
a week."
Yes, after you actually signed that, they said you had to have everything out in thirty days. Some
of them didn't, because of one neighbor there who wouldn't even sign it. He held out and sold a
lot of timber and locust posts. Then he got more than they offered after he sold all that.
Were there people who were forced to sell?
Everybody had to sell and some, like him, balked. His great grandfather homesteaded that
farm and the deed was on a sheepskin. John S. Smith. It seems like when his great grandfather
homesteaded it, they said that he could keep it forever. Were there hard feelings, or did people feel
it was their patriotic duty to do this? A lot felt it was their patriotic duty because the government
needed it. But not everybody. We just felt we didn't get enough but we felt it was our duty to sell,
so we signed it. We didn't try to hold out. Since you were renting your land at this time, you
had a place to live.
Yes, we weren't like some of them, who had to go out and hunt a new place. Some I knew went
clear up to Rush County.
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Did you or any of your family work at JPG in the constructing or in the testing area?
I was drafted into the Army in April, 1941, for what they called selective service, for a year, and
then you were supposed to get out. But Pearl Harbor hit before my year was up. My stepfather
worked out there at the machine shop. When I got out of the service on a medical discharge in
1944, I worked out there on artillery repair for about a year and a half.
Where did you go to school in Monroe Township?
I went to the Big Creek School. It was built in the 1870s. My grandfather was the trustee of
Monroe Township. Where's your family burial ground? My father is buried at St. Patrick's
cemetery. My mother is buried at Olive Branch; that's out on old [Highway] 62.
Where any of your relatives buried in the Bayless Cemetery?
No but some of my aunts and uncles were buried in St. Magdalene Cemetery, out by the old St.
Magdalene church.
What happened to Bryantsburg and Belleview?
The proving ground cut them in half -- took the west side and left the east side. Some of the
stores were on the west side and a lot of homes were on the west side. I knew this one fellow out
at Belleview whose home was on the west side and his business --a garage -- was on the east side.
William Denny -- he sold Pontiac cars out there.
Is he the W. L. Denny who wrote poetry?
Yes, I think so. He had a light plant [generator] out there in his garage and then had electricity
across over to his house, so way back when nobody else had electricity, he had it. This one fellow
had a grocery on the west side. He went down to Madison and started his grocery. Bert Vayhinger.
His daughter lives up here on Wilson Avenue. Dr. Charles Denny bought a place here in North
Madison after he left out there. He had a big barn and a lot of land. His big house and everything
was on the west side of the road, although he owned land on both sides. That's his big house that
the colonel lives in now. He built that for a hospital but it never did materialize. I was told that at
the selling of the land in the Bryantsburg-Belleview area, there was a big meeting at the Liberty
Church to try to get some of the west side of 421 left alone. I remember that they moved that
church across the road. There are also some houses out there that they moved across.
Anything you would like to say or remember about that time period or the time before
that?
My grandfather was a trustee for three terms. He built that third Big Creek School in the
1870s.
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Can you tell me about your life as a boy out there?
This Smith boy and I were good friends because he was about my age. We got to walk to school
--that was about a mile to school. They built that new bridge there by our farm in 1924 and I
can remember they had these little gasoline-fired mixers to mix all that cement for the bridge.
This contractor wanted to pour all that big arch in one day, so they were finishing up at night
with lanterns.
How did you spend your days as a young man?
We helped on the farm ever since I can remember. My father died when I was twelve, so we had
to help farm. We had a team of horses and a team of mules and planted corn and all that.
What did you do after your work was done?
I don't know. I'd read. Down a little below us in summer they had a swimming hole where
everybody gathered to swim. That was between where I lived and Big Creek School. There was a
church on our farm -- the Big Creek Methodist Church. There was a cemetery there too.
Was it a church that your family owned or was it just sitting on your land?
We didn't own it. It just came off of our farm originally.
Did a lot of people in the community go to this church?
Some of them went to Sunday school there. A few times they had church, but most of the time
they just had Sunday school
Note:
Claude Wilson had a huge rock in Big Creek about where the Wilson Dam is now. I remember
when Claude Wilson moved that big rock from the creek to the cemetery. There was a fence
around the cemetery that they had to lower. The cemetery and church property had originally
come from our farm. The men pulled the rock with the log carrier across our property. The story
goes that the rock would move a few inches each time Big Creek flooded. Claude said he wanted
to get it before it moved off his property. He hired a stone monument maker from Indianapolis.
I think his name was St. Cloud. He contrived three barn beams in a tripod fashion and hoisted
the rock up with a chain hoist.
Mr. St. Cloud was afraid that the weight of the rock would blow out his tires, so Claude made
arrangements with some folks at Horton's sawmill located at Wirt to bring a log hauler with
huge rubber tires to carry the rock to the Big Creek Cemetery. I believe this was about 1932. I
forget what the estimated the tonnage of the rock was, but they called it the grandfather of all
stones. This huge log carrier traveled on our farm to the cemetery where the workmen unloaded
it to be used later for the Wilson family stone. Mr. St. Cloud was commissioned to carve the
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Wilson's name on the stone. The stone was so hard that the man gave up after he got the name
"Wilson" name carved on the front. He had a lady helper that sharpened his chisels which was
a full time job. So that is how I remember the Wilson Stone.) --------- Louis added this piece
about what is commonly called a meteorite in September of 2009 on the way to a JPGHP
meeting in North Vernon. Leroy Harsin also talks about it in his interview and remembers it
a little differently.
My folks were Catholic and belonged to the St. Magdalene Catholic Church.

Originally taken out of Big Creek, Wilson Rock was moved
from Big Creek Cemetery located next to Louis Munier's home
place to the relocated Big Creek Cemetery in 1941.
Were there social events at St. Magdalene's?
It was about six miles from where we lived, so we didn't go if there were. Marble Corner was
about three miles and they had a general store there. We'd go out there to the store. I guess I'm a
little ahead of my story. They had a store down at Big Creek close to the school, but that burned
around 1930 (Andress Store). So there was no store there until a lot later. Albert Andress had that
store when it burned. He moved to Middle Fork then and bought a store at Middle Fork. There
was a post office in that store a little before 1900 -- the Big Creek post office.
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I have been told that many churches had socials.
"The school would have several socials, like at Christmas the children would have a Christmas
program.
Do you remember any of the Christmas programs you participated in?
I mostly just had a poem or some such.
When you were in school, was the enrollment pretty consistent?
Well, some would move and some new ones would come in. They had what they called the Marble
Valley School -- it burned. So part of the children came to Big Creek and some to Oakdale. So
we had two teachers there in that one-room school then, maybe in the late 20's until they got that
other school built. And teachers think they have a rough time now. I heard at one time -- that
was before I went there -- that they had 45 students in that one-room school. Eight grades. That
was around 1900. I started around 1925.
Is there anything else you remember about the time period of the late 30s or early 4 0s?
About 1930 they had a stone quarry there on our farm and built a new road out north. It was
actually Ripley County where they built it -- from the Ripley County line out to Marble Corner
Store. About 1930 they built a pike there, a gravel road. From the road that went to Marble Corner
they also built from there back to Schwartz School.
I have heard about the graders they used on the roads. The county had a big grader -- a big
caterpillar tractor that had 60 on the side of it.
Have you ever heard any stories about Morgan's Raid?
My aunt was small then. I forget offhand what year she was born. She could remember that
Morgan's Raid. They stopped there and they had to feed them some and they took two horses from
my grandfather. Left some old horses and took two of my grandfather's horses. I heard stories that
some would hide their horses way back on the farm. Over about a quarter of a mile from where
we lived they captured three of Morgan's men. They had what they called the Fighting Baxters
-- there were six [actually seven, editors note] Baxter boys in the Civil War and all of them came
back. One of them was a lieutenant; he helped capture these three Morgan's men. There was a
cave and a spring down below the road and they were down there getting a drink.
Then around 1930 this Chauncey Cardinal started putting up some markers out there. He lived
out between where I lived and Dupont. He was trying to get a highway up through there from
Brownstown to East Enterprise. He went around taking up a collection to put up these markers.
But then he got the Jefferson County Historical Society to help. The markers read "Jefferson
County Historical Society" on the bottom. There was also a marker put up where they captured
those three. Over at Dupont by the railroad track there was a smokehouse -- I think it was a brick
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building -- and they took a lot of hams out of that smoke house. When they got to Big Creek the
hams were too heavy so they just tossed them over in the creek. I can show you a picture. Here's
what our place looked like from the back. Here's the barn roof. The road went in between the
house and the barn. The bridge was right here by our barn. Before that it bordered the creek.
This is a close-up view of the front of the house. This part back here is stone and there's little bit of
the stone walls still there. This part here is all gone. There was a big chimney here and it's gone. I
think this was all covered with weather boarding -- it's all gone. And all these other buildings are
gone. That was the garden right there. You can see three people right there. Chickens over here.
We grew corn and wheat. We didn't grow any tobacco. A few grew tobacco, but we didn't. That
building is the chicken house and we called this one the wagon shed -- I guess way back they
kept their spring wagons in there. This was a kind of a shed on there where my dad kept the car.
This is a granary -- we kept corn and wheat upstairs. It was open. This is the smokehouse here
next to the house. In the back was the summer kitchen -- wood slats on the side of that. Here's
a picture Mike Moore took of me out there with what's left. Here's what it looked like in [19156
-- the walls. By [19186 the trees have grown up in there. Then this is [19]92. Here's a picture of
the bridge -- you see it had that big arch. It's still standing but they won't let any vehicles go across
it now. That was right by the barn. There are some stone bridges out there too -- some of them
have two arches, some have three arches. This is Big Creek School, where I went to school. They
all look similar -- Oakdale School, Big Creek School.
Yes, the county built them about the same. Some said they thought Big Creek School was a
little bigger because there were more pupils there. There's the coal shed. I was talking to Risk
Bentley yesterday and he was saying that it was considered a privilege to go out to the coal shed
to get the coal for the stove. Get a little time out [laughter]. The bigger boys would get to go out
and get the coal and fire up the stove.
Did the lucky ones get to sit near the stove on a cold winter day? Did you ever get to?
I was kind of in the back later. When I was smaller I was close to the stove. Some of the seats were
smaller in front and in the back it was bigger. There's some of the stone from that old church. See
how these stones right on the corner were faced. Then there was plaster over these. There's a view
of the church and here's a picture of what's left of Big Creek Church. Now you can hardly walk
up there because of the trees. Last October Mike [Moore] called and wanted to know if I'd like to
go out there where I lived and to the Big Creek Church, The Colonel wanted to go. So we went.
The Colonel enjoyed it, and so did I. There's the stone where they captured the Morgan's raiders.
"Three of General John Morgan's troopers going east were captured here Sunday, July 12, 1863,
Jefferson County Historical Society." They didn't put this on at first, about who captured them.
I think one of the Baxters got that put on there. "George W. Baxter, second lieutenant, and John
C. Mayer, first lieutenant, Company M, Second Indiana Cavalry." It's still out there. Mary Ellen's
uncle Charlie lived close to Oakdale School and had a tile silo. It's still there.
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I've heard talk of that. Is there more than one silo out there?
This is the only one I know of- the Joneses. But there may be some others. The silo was tile and
it's the only thing left there. You can see it from the road in the winter when the leaves are off. Or
you could a few years ago. A friend of mine from Alaska was down here when the Oakdale School
got on the National Register. He sent me these pictures. I was over there close to the school. That's
George Bayless. This is Alta Harrell, who's a teacher. There's Frances Yancey and the Colonel.
Did your friend go to the Oakdale School?
No, he went to Big Creek School, where I went. His father was the one who had the store at Big
Creek. He comes down from Alaska every summer and he just happened to be here then. Kenneth
Andress. October 23, 1993. That same day they had a cemetery tour, and he went on that too.
Here's a picture that shows Marble Corner Store, this big building. Here's the porch with the gas
pump there. That was Ripley County -- Marble Corner. We went out there to the general store.
Is this the one that was built after the one that was burned?
No, it was out there at the same time. They were about three and half miles apart. They didn't
build any store there until a little before the proving ground took that up. Joe Stevenson started
a store there in Big Creek. (See Big Creek Store History)
There's Oakdale School. Oakdale doesn't have this bell out there now. This is a picture of Oakdale
when it had the bell on it. I don't know what happened to the bell. That's what left out at St.
Magdalene's, where the cemetery was-this cross. This is out at our place again. Mike Moore took
a picture of this fence post and said, "Well, that's a good fence post to last fifty years." That's the
road there by our house that's all grown up. That's the bridge that you can't drive across now.
There was a footbridge there before they built this bridge. This is an end view that shows all the
steel they had in there. Some shells hit the side of it and it's cracked. I think it would stand cars
going across. This shows it right after it was built. That shows the cave where they captured the
men during Morgan's Raid. That was our woodshed. See, the road went between the house and
the woodshed. There's my father there splitting wood. There are my grandmother's ducks. This
tells about Big Creek's paper mill George Miller had it in the paper. It was down there close to
Big Creek School. That's why they named that the Paper Mill Road. There was a dam across the
creek, and the mill ran by water power. I heard my father say that one time they had to lower that
dam some because we lived up the creek about three fourths of a mile and it affected the creek
where we lived. People had to ford the creek before they built the bridge. There's the teacher at
Big Creek School in 1930- Raymond Rose. He just died a few months ago. My sisters are there.
That's my sister Catherine in the front row right here. My other sister is here, Elizabeth. That's
my grandfather. I'm named for him.
You had a very big place. It was a beautiful place.
Yes, it was really nice. You mentioned Risk Bentley. He said he always thought that was the
prettiest place. They lived kind of close there, on Shun Pike. His father carried our mail on the
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rural route for several years. Charlie Bentley. This is the insurance policy that my grandfather
had. The Jefferson County [scrambled] Mutual Fire Insurance Company, Stony Point, Jefferson
County, Indiana. [There was a post office at Stony Point at one time.] Doesn't sound like it was
connected with any insurance in Madison. Stony Point was where their office was. Over here it
shows who was president of the company- D. P. Monroe, President, and Thomas H. Waddington
was secretary. Vice President was John R. Richey, and Charles Hulman was treasurer. Those four
were also directors and they had some other directors.
Fires were more common back then.
Yes, they didn't have any way to fight them much, either. The policy was for two hundred
dollars on a dwelling. Then they added four hundred. Then there was seventy-five dollars on the
household furniture and the barn was three hundred, then they added two hundred more. Then
twenty-five dollars [was added] on grain and fifty dollars on hay and two hundred dollars on
livestock and fifty dollars on machinery. That wasn't much. I've got some postmarks from out in
the proving ground. I've got Faulkner -- that was also Marble Valley, and there's St. Magdalene
-- that's where the church was. That was New Marion, right on the edge of the proving ground.
This was Bryantsburg -- there was a post office there. That's just a rural route stamp-1908. After
they had the rural route, they got that stamp: Rural Route, Madison. There was Holton; that was
right up on the north edge of the proving ground. It's still there. This was Evans Rural Station
that was supposed to have been close to Stony Point. Two cent stamps to mail a letter. North
Madison, 1915. I saved this. This was my uncle who married my father's sister. He was the great
grandfather of Steve Horton, Madison fire chief. He was in the timber business. He lived at
Bryantsburg for quite a while. They had different kinds of two cent stamps. Some of them were
made on the envelope, see like already stamped envelopes. There was Dupont in 1907, Big Creek,
1899. This one even has the rural route number.
Follow-up Interview with Louis Munier by Mike Moore Oct 7, 2009
Some time in 1929 when Louis was a boy, a couple of years before his father died, he rode to
Calloway Station by way of the road that ran by Oakdale School. The road does not exist today,
but Louis thinks it might have been called Calloway Road. He was with his father in a high
wheeled wagon drawn by a team of horses to get fertilizer. A merchant had the fertilizer delivered
to Calloway Station and farmers would bring their teams and haul the fertilizer away. On his left
as they approached the station, Louis spied an old boiler out in the field. He asked his dad what
it was. His father told him that it was part of an old steam engine that ran a drill. Someone was
drilling for oil [more likely natural gas, editor's comment], but dug a dry hole. The old boiler was
the only artifact left of the well.
When asked what the Calloway Station looked like, Louis replied that there was not much there.
A small wooden building was all that he could remember.
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Interview with Roscoe Storie

By Ron Harsin
I don't know what he done, but his name was, Buchanan, he done something. The teacher sent
him out for a switch to whip him you know. So he come back in with a limb about that big
around almost from here to the bathroom, he drug it back in and she made him drag it back out
(chuckle). Ah, he is dead now, a pretty good guy.
Ron Harsin:
ground?

How old were you when you went to Oakdale School in the proving

Oh gosh, I wasn't very old, because it just went to the eighth grade.
Ron Harsin: Well, that picture of you is with your dog. Did he go to school with you every
day?
Yeah, we lived close to Oakdale School, not much further than that station across the road there,
maybe a hundred yards. He went with me every day. He was a faithful bow wow. He would lay
down out there by the school and when noon came I would go out to go to dinner you know, boy
he would go with me and he would come back with me. And he would stay there until school
was out.
Ron Harsin: Did any of your family go to Oakdale School?
No, Audrey, she went up to that school by Belleview. Her aunt and uncle lived up there. My
mother was dead and they raised her. And that was about it.
Ron Harsin: About what year was it when you went there?
I don't know if it tells on here on not (Photo).
Ron Harsin: It is a nice picture of everybody. It says Oakdale School 1929 to 1930. Elzia
Demaree it says was the teacher.
Let me get my glasses, yes that is me the dog is right under me. That's Ralph Gray. I think he
is dead.
Ron Harsin: Let's see, you are eighty seven now?
That's Junior Doors, I don't know if he is living or not. Zella Jones, Frank Buchanan, he's dead.
There were twenty one people counting the teacher Elzia. Yeah, there's a lot of them dead. Now
she was my step-sister (Harlow I believe it was). Susanna (maybe Ruth Anna -can't hear clearly)
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Harlow was my step sister. She is gone now. The dog's name was Rover. I don't have no idea
what kind of a dog he was. Faithful dog though. He was with me all time.
If you lived out around Big "Crick" they had to pick you up some ways. It was an old horse
buggy. It was all covered up you know. It had like a windshield in the front. The windshield was
all glass and they had a hole cut across there for the lines to guide the horse. You had to live quite
a ways away, nobody would come and get you if you didn't. A lot of them come from around
Big Crick. You couldn't walk that far.
Ron Harsin: Yeah some of those kids were pretty little to be walking in that picture.
Some days, I tell you. I wouldn't want to go through no more.
Ron Harsin: You mean the Good Old Days.
Yes. You know nobody had anything. Everybody got along just fine. We had kerosene lamps in
Oakdale School, no electricity. We did not have no lights. No, there was one guy that was a
neighbor of ours. He had some kind of outfit that generated his own juice and he'd have lights
in his house and out to his barn. Probably a 32 volt deal. He'd have to fire up the motor and let
it run. He was the only one that had any lights and he did not need it, because he had money to
start with (chuckle). His name was Chester Weatherford.
Ron Harsin: Chester Weatherford! Didn't he later make out taxes in Madison?
Well now he worked on taxes for a while-income taxes. He didn't have no family or nothing. She
[Mrs. Weatherford] was a retired school teacher. They were pretty close with their money.
Most of the neighbor kids went to Monroe Church not to far from the school there. It was a
Presbyterian Church. It was built out of rock.
It was a wonder that Oakdale School didn't get blowed up.
Ron Harsin: Why the firing line fired right over it!
(When Roscoe worked at JPG) Yeah. We couldn't go east. They would not allow us to fire east.
We had to go west. That way we missed the school house.
Ron Harsin: Oh you did. How many years did you work a Jefferson Proving Ground?
Thirty six and a half years. I had a job and that was about it. You didn't make a whole lot, but
it was a job, kept me going.
Ron Harsin: Colonel Bishop's wife painted you a picture of Oakdale and it is hanging on
the wall there.
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Yes.
I started there at JPG in 1941. Four dollars a day.
I was in the infantry in World War II. I fought in Europe, mainly against the Germans. You
seen things you wish you hadn't seen. There wasn't nothing you could do about it. I could of got
out of it. Her dad told me if I did not want to go, he would just get me out of it (chuckle) but I
said no. That was just a little bitty burn. It would follow him all his life. The old man was a draft
dodger.
I was in the Army during [19]41, 42, 43, 44. I don't know just when I did go over there. I went
to Camp Atterbury, that's where I took my training. I went from there to Camp Blanding, Florida
and from there overseas. Took the ship over. I think it took us thirteen days to get there. Oh boy,
I got sicker than a horse going over there, but it didn't bother me coming back. Anyway that is
all under the bridge now. I done my part. I hate to see anybody to have to go. Boy they are just
a killing them off everyday over there, its terrible.
Ron Harsin: You had one buddy that died in a sleeping bag didn't you?
He did not want to go on. He got out of it I guess, I never did see him anymore. I said if I had
to go, I might as well make the best of it I can. And get home as soon as I can.
I seen one guy, they (the Germans) were throwing shells in there, and there was a fox hole over
there. He jumped in that fox hole, then someone pulled a jeep over that fox hole and he got in
that too(chuckle). Yep, I seen guys get killed, its awful, I don't want no more of it, but you can't
do nothing about it. You just keep on going. (Looking at a photo of Camp Blanding, Florida).
Look at me. Good God, I was so thin, I couldn't hardly walk.
Ron Harsin: Maybe you could run faster that way and chase the enemy, huh.
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Elzia Demaree-the lady standing in last row was highly regarded by her
students. This 1929 - 1930 photo of her students includes Roscoe Storie
and the dog at his feet. The photo was donated by Roscoe Storie.
Oakdale School: Class Photo, 1929 - 1930, Teacher, Elzia Demaree
First row, L to R: unknown, unknown, Leo Spurgen, Ralph Gray
Second row: Rover (Roscoe's dog), ? Doors, unk, unk, unk, unk, unk, unk.
Third Row: Roscoe Storie, Louise Wells, unknown, Frank Buchanan,
unknown, Teacher Elzia Demaree, Ralph Swartz, Wayne Smith, unknown
From Roscoe Storie's recollections, 26 June 07.
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Robert and Nellie Keller

(Friday, February 18, 1994). Thanks to Jan Bonnett interviewing, transcribed by Meredith Gregg
through a small state grant given to the Jefferson County Historical Society.
The first we heard of the proving ground it was December [of 19401. Our folks had to move-they
had about a month or six weeks to get out of there. So we came down-we were in Milwaukeemy sister and her husband were in Cincinnati and the other two were home-and so we came
down to see what was going on. The folks had just built this house when I was in high school. It
was probably about seven years old or eight years old. Still it was going to be taken away. They felt
like it was unfair, but really, everybody got out and started looking. Up in Rush County, the folks
found the house was not very good-it's kind of a log cabin but they saw the land was good. The
potential was good for chicken farming. The bought 200 acres over here, put the chicken house
up and started in. They were in a log cabin house and they had to stop their plans for building a
house until after the war. My brother went to war too. So that was a delay of about 5 years. Then
they built the house with local help and drew the plans up themselves. My father was in the
chicken business. He made trips to Cincinnati because the market was better there. He started
in a touring car-took the back seats out, about three layers in the back of chicken coops, and
chicken coops on the sides, to Cincinnati. Tied on with ropes. He made many trips up there. The
market was a lot better. That's the business they were in. He was paid pretty well for it.
So they came over here and did the same thing. They built the chicken houses, two long buildings.
By that time he had a truck. He didn't haul them in the touring car then. I think toward the end
in the proving ground he had a truck. He did that two or three or four years. Then he got a truck
to go to Cincinnati. In the summertime when he wasn't so busy, he'd take the church or Sunday
school class to the Cincinnati Zoo.
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Frances Yancey, Oakdale School teacher took her class to the
Cincinnati Zoo. Frances is the adult in the back of the truck.
No one from out there had been to the zoo. That was a big treat. We'd go up to Cincinnati and

back in one day. We have pictures of all the young people in the truck waving flags at everybody,
all the way there, for two hours. We've had a lot of pleasant memories of living there on the
proving ground. Bob and I were married.
I went to nurses training in Cincinnati, Christ Hospital, and Bob was graduated from Hanover.
By that time we were in Pennsylvania.
What were your parents' names?
Mine were Elizabeth and Charlie Jones. She was Elizabeth Thomas. She grew up on the Thomas
Hill, there above Madison. You know what that is? Her father had four sons that were not old
enough to go to the war. So he had four sons to help him on the farm; and at that time prices
were good. So he did pretty well. They had a nice house. That house is still there, on the Thomas
Hill. Mother was the next to oldest. My father grew up down where the Antioch Grange used to
be. It's a poor farming area, and he knew that farming wasn't for him.
The neighbors down there worked on the electric lines - - they were putting up telegraph lines
along the railroad, telephone lines -- first telegraph lines, and they were real happy traveling, and
so that's what he did before they were married. After they were married they settled down to
farming at the proving ground.
Were you married in the Monroe Church? Who was the minister there?
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Yes. Dan Hinton [Simpson?] was the minister for a long time --many, many years. He was a great
guy. Mr. Simpson lived in Vernon; he had three churches. One in Vernon, our Monroe Church,
and [the other] in Jefferson. I think he went to Jefferson about once a month -- every fifth Sunday.
We had him about every other Sunday. Very willingly he'd do anything for his members. We all
loved him. It was a strong church back then. All farm people. A small church. That's where our
social life was, around the church. We'd have parties, get together and play party games. Party
games were when you'd all pair up, boy-girl, boy-girl, in a circle, and then there was a song you'd
say. [singing] "Three little girls went skating went, skating went, the ice was thin and they fell in,
and who'd you have to help you out?" Well, you chose some boy to help you out. And pretty soon
three boys went skating, and the girls who went to that, could choose. We didn't have television;
that's the way we entertained ourselves. We didn't have radio. We didn't have phonographs. That's
hard to believe. In most rural places, your life was built largely around a church of some kind,
where young people could entertain.
There were movies in Madison. It was Sunday night before we could go to the movies. Those
were silent movies, of course. You read on the screen what was happening. Black and white. They
wouldn't be very interesting in today's world. We came into the proving grounds when I was
about six. I went to North Madison School. I started school at Clifty, where Clifty Creek comes
in, where the power plant is now. My dad worked for the Bobbit [?] family on Mountain Hill,
and that's where I was raised, till I was about five.
Dad bought a hundred acres there where there's now Clifty Falls. The house was located where the
nature center is. My sister and I walked down over the hill through the bushes to that one-room
Clifty School. At any rate, my parents had to pick that place with a lot of care, because they were
very poor. But they were able to buy it at a reasonable cost -- there were no buildings or anything
on it. With the farm there, there was a lot of timber on the hills. The house that was there when
he bought it was a tarpaper shack -- it was a horrible thing. So the first year we cut quite a bit
of timber, first to get money and second to be able to build a new house. Where they now have
Poplar Grove in Cliffy Falls Park, that was on our place and those poplar trees there we thought
would make good weatherboarding for our new house. Before we did that -- we were only there
about two years -- the state came in and said, "This is going to be a state park, and you've got to
move out." In that case, they didn't give my dad near what it was worth. They were very pennypinching settling up, taking land. He was really upset.
As a consequence, he refused to sell. Then they condemned it, and paid him even less. So then
we moved to a little house in North Madison. He worked for a feed mill there for a few months.
When spring came, he wanted to get back on the land. We bought a very poor farm out there in
the middle of the grounds, roughly a mile north of the Monroe Church site. The Jesse Keller farm
on the map. So it was interesting to me. I was old enough to know that it was a horrible place.
Whoever built that house apparently used green lumber to put the flooring in, which as it dried
out would shrink. There were cracks that wide between the boards when we moved in. Whoever
had lived there before decided they ought to have a basement, and they started on the south side
and dug a hole under the foundation. Then they went back in there and by hand excavated some
soil out. They gave up after they had about a four-foot deep hole under the house. Of course, every
time we had a heavy rain, the water came in down through the hole -- sometimes there was two
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feet of water under the house. This bothered my mother no end, and she couldn't wait until they
could get a drain in there and drain it.
In the meantime, at one time it saved the house. We had a fireplace there. Dad would always get
a great big beech log and roll in there at night before we went to bed. Slept pretty well, but all
of a sudden one morning Dad got up and I can remember him, "Get up, everybody! Look what
happened to that fire!" The back log from the fire rolled out and fell on the floor. It burned a hole
in the floor, and the water in the basement put it out. It was infested with rats. No insulation on
the boards. We would always gather nuts, but the rats would go out where we were drying them
and steal nuts and crawl up between the walls -- no insulation in the walls -- and sometimes my
mother would hear them in the house. Everybody else would be sleeping, but she was afraid of
them and she'd say, "Wake up, Jesse, there's a rat in the house!" So we'd go out and get the two
dogs in and get clubs and my mother and sister would stand on top of the table holding the lamps
up, and we men would shake the drawers out and move things around with our clubs and we
usually were able to get it. I thought it was fun, but my mother had a dim view of it. Ultimately
we drained the water out of the house; we rebuilt it and put a porch on it, and made it a livable
place with new floors. They couldn't do that at first because they didn't have enough money to
do that.
Mother would have hot cocoa ready for us. They were glad to see us. Our children loved to go
to the farm. Our folks made it fun for them. They took time to let them ride horses and ride the
tractor with Grandpa. When we first moved to the proving grounds, there were no school buses.
You had to find your own way to get to school. Of course most people couldn't do that. Two of
them would go together. My sister went with some other girl; they rented a room and then they
cooked everything in that room, and they went to North Madison High School. There were
two schools then. We had to go to the North Madison schools. There's a monument where the
North Madison School used to be. We started in going to the Wood School, which was very close
to where I lived. Walked across the footbridge. Then that closed, so I went the last two years to
Oakdale.
That's where I first saw Nellie. But I didn't pay any attention to her, because I was four years older.
I'm still four years older. I didn't pay any attention to her. I didn't pay attention to any girls then.
Came time to go to high school and I had a grandmother who lived in North Madison. She had
what we used to call a summer porch. It was colder than the rest of the house, kind of built on.
Raymond Rose and I roomed together over there. He and I set up so we could cook, which was
pretty horrible. We almost starved to death on our own cooking. But we stuck it out for a while,
and then the man next door, who we talked to frequently, out of the blue hung himself. That
unnerved us both to where we couldn't stand staying down there.
We told the folks we were coming home. That's it. Then we said, "We've got to get to school. We'll
walk over to Baxter [School], the Shun Pike, and catch the bus over there." Raymond wanted
to do the same thing. So then we stayed at home and every morning we'd walk the four miles
across the fields over to Baxter and catch the school bus to the North Madison High School. The
year after that the school bus started to run out to Monroe Church; there they turned around.
We could both walk there. That was relatively short -- only a mile walk. So it was pretty much
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of a breeze. Shopping was a lot different that it is today, because they bought staples -- like flour,
and coffee, and sugar -- so we could cook. But sugar was high; we didn't buy a lot of sugar. We
raised sorghum for sorghum molasses. We took it over to the local farmer -- Nicklaus did it, Frank
Facemire also did it, which adjoined our place.
So we would take our cane over there and he had an old mule hooked up to this long sweep -- a
vertical pressing mill. Around and around, it would press the juice and then you'd have to fire
it. Make sure it didn't get overheated, but a lot of water had got to be evaporated. Eventually
you end up with sorghum molasses. If you haven't ever tasted sorghum molasses, it has a unique
taste. It's sweet, but it has a little bit of a bite to it. If you go over to Nashville [IN] some time in
the fall, you can buy sorghum molasses over there. You ought to buy about a pint and put it on
some bread and butter. Of course we had our own cattle. We milked cows. We had fresh milk.
We churned our butter in a cedar churn. After you've gone through that and gone through the
Depression -- we called it the Great Depression -- you'd know that you could always make it.
It was an interesting life. When I got out of college, I got interested in welding, researched into
it. I stayed with it the rest of my life. I still do some consulting in it. It provided a living for us.
Fortunately, that was the beginning of the importance of welding. It was becoming important
because in those days you welded a lot of things together with just plain bare wire. It was horrible.
We learned how to put coatings on; I was fascinated because one of my jobs when I first went
into welding in Indianapolis was to formulate the coating, which goes on it. You can change the
characteristics.
My dad worked for a shipbuilding company in Long Beach, California during the war. I have
pictures of him with [scrambled] welder. I don't know what they used for the seams on the ship. I
have some of his welding books. Apparently they had to teach him how to weld before he went to
work. We built a plant in Houston for the Navy and then we had the one in Milwaukee, because
the Navy wanted to be sure they were separated in case we were attacked. I was so near- sighted I
was deferred three times. I worked for a company in Nebraska that manufactured running lights.
We worked a lot of eighteen hours days, but we didn't mind it. We knew we were helping the war
effort. In those days we worked very hard. There was not any griping in Milwaukee.
I had one poor Jewish man. I don't know how old he was; he looked pretty fragile. He wanted
to help with the welding effort so bad that he came in there and I would try to shift him around
so that he didn't kill himself working because they're heavy. He was faithful and worked hard
every day, if I'd let him work.
Was your family burial site part of the Bayless Cemetery?
Our father and mother were buried over here at Graham. It was the generation before my father
that probably was buried in the Bayless. Monroe had a cemetery -- it was not a very large one.
Was Graham the same kind of church as Monroe was?
Yes, Presbyterian. They were kind of sister churches. We'd visit back and forth. As we drove by,
it said 1817 when that church was started. That's really early.
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What happened to Bryantsburg and Belleview?
The proving ground went up the old Michigan Road -- 421 now so one side of the road got taken
and the other didn't. Tfhe people on the other side were sorry they didn't get taken because they
didn't get any money at all for relocation but yet there wasn't much left for them. It was sort of
a dying town -- never was very big. I noticed a lot of those houses on one side looked like oldfashioned houses with old garages. Will Denny's Garage was over there.
Is that the W. L. Denny who wrote a book of poems?
T-here was a W. L. Denny who was a cousin to the Dr. Denny who was a general practitioner.
He was an interesting man. He was a good doctor. He drove a horse and buggy. His medicine
was right there in the doctor's office. You didn't go to a pharmacy. He went back and concocted
you something. And he came to see you. I came down with some kind of a fever -- I think it was
probably what's the name of that fever you get from cows? Undulant fever. That would be my
guess, because we never heard of pasteurizing milk. We drank fresh milk warm out of the cow
it was great. We didn't have cream separators -- they came later. When we got our first cream
separator, we could sell cream, which was more profitable. In the summertime we just went out
into the pasture and put a rope around the cow's horn and tied her to the fence and sat down on
a one-legged milk stool. I hated that job.
I don't remember not having a separator. You're four years younger. In four years a lot happened
on the farm. It really did. I milked two cows every evening. My sister and brother milked one,
because they were younger, and I milked two.
Did they all have tractors or did they change over from horses to tractors?
T-hey had tractors, as soon as the tractor became economical - when the tractor got much more
efficient so that you could till more land even though you spent more money for gasoline than
you could feeding the horse. Because when you plow a horse, number one, you pull a wooden
plow. You go across a field and you stop and rest your horse. Then you come back because it's
hard work for a horse. His shoulders would get sore if you weren't careful about the fitting of
the harness and the collar that went around that enabled you to control him. It's just hard work,
turning that soil over.
When the tractor came out where you could throw a two-bottom or a three-bottom plow, that's
when the horse-drawn plows and disks were pushed out. 'You could pay for the investment in the
tractor by the added production and you could farm more land. Farms started to get bigger with
the evolution of the tractors, and now of course I never cease to marvel at what has happened in
the last seventy years since we have been here. We came down here when [scrambled] over here.
He had two tractors. Tfhere was a hard-driving two weeks of plowing and disking to get the land
planted on these roughly hundred acres that he was farming. Today, [scrambled] comes up and
farms that same piece of land -- he comes in the morning and he goes through there and he goes
home at night and it's done. Planted. So you went from a disk that was eight foot wide to thirty
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foot wide, with a tractor that was roaring through there at a high speed. I think I've lived in such
a marvelous time, because I've seen it go from where transportation was either walk or ride a horse
or drive a horse. I don't think I saw a car --a car was rather rare. They were expensive.
Our family had a Model A Ford -- that wasn't until I went to college. I didn't want to drive a
horse anid buggy down to Hanover College. My folks got a second hand Model A Ford. I didn't
drive it for a while. Our first car was an Overland car. It had curtains with isinglass in it, so you
could see out. But you put these curtains on if it rained or else you couldn't drive in the rain.
It was like a convertible, really, but not as convenient, because it had a frame around it and a top.
Some of them you folded back something like a convertible. To keep the rain out from the side
you had to hang these fabric isinglass windows. If it started to rain, you real quick started putting
up the curtains. They were stored under the seats. You could still see out through them? You had
what they called isinglass, which was before plastic. It was a celluloid material. Very brittle. Of
course they got brittle in cold weather. Most people didn't have heaters. If you did have a heater,
it came off of the exhaust with the manifold heater. Of course if you had a hole in your isinglass.
... There were a lot of blankets in the car, when you drove in the winter.
You told me that one time you drove a buggy to school. Yes, I did. There was no school bus
when I went to Oakdale. And my dad got a dollar a day for me to pick up another kid that lived
over there in the [scrambled-Spurgeon?] place and I drove a horse and buggy down to the Oakdale
School for two years. I just went there two years. I'd hitch the old horse to Chester Murphy's
barn and at night after school was out helped Elzia Demaree, who was a teacher. She had an
interesting routine. They had a hired man. So he would drive her to school in the mornings and
then he would go on back over to the place and work there. Then in the evening he'd drive that
horse back over.
That was Elzia Demaree. Fascinating lady. She just died not too many years ago. I've heard she
was a wonderful teacher and a lovely lady. She was one of the best teachers. She cared about her
kids. She was the kind of a teacher that you'd like all the kids to have. She made it so interesting
that you wanted to learn.
When did you go to school at Oakdale?
I went there for sixth and seventh grades -- 1923 and 1924. So at any rate, this process of the horse
and buggy. Dad was somewhat concerned, my being just a plain old green farm boy going out
and hauling this kid; he was concerned about giving me instructions about what I should do and
what I shouldn't do, driving the horse over there. I remember one: Don't run that horse. Number
2: Always drive on the right-hand side of the road. And be sure your horse is taken care of. Don't
run her coming home. So one evening -- I'll never forget that -- Elzia's hired man came and
picked her up and they started up the road. About that time this boy and I had gotten our horse
hooked up; we started off. We were probably a hundred yards behind her or so. We started home
and of course his horse was tired, coming over and picking her up. Our horse had been standing
there in this cold and she wants to go home to the barn. So she's stepping out right lively and
we kept gaining on Elzia's horse. This kid and I are talking. "Gee, it would be fun to pass her." I
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remembered vaguely that Dad said, "Do not run that horse," but it looked like it would be fun to
go past the teacher. They got right up to where you go down that hill where the [scrambled] used
to be off to one side and this kid and I got to arguing. He said, "I think you've got to pass on the
left." And I said, "Dad said you should always drive on the right." And so we're arguing. He said,
"I think you've got to get on the left." I said, "Dad said always drive on the right-hand side."
Dad never dreamed I'd pass anybody. At any rate, we got to arguing and by that time my horse's
head was practically in the back seat of Elzia's buggy. I thought, "Well, there's no place to go but
on the left." And I pulled over on the left, but I didn't do it quick enough. I hooked my front
buggy wheel behind the rear buggy wheel of her buggy and we went over the top of the buggy
wheel. A spoke flew out of her buggy wheel. By that time they were pulling to the right. There
was a hole for my wheels to go out between the front, but I knew there was a buggy spoke lying
there on the road. My horse just kept roaring down the road and I wanted to get as much distance
between Elzia and me as I could. I was the first hit and run driver.
I never stopped. I kept going. I kept thinking, "How am I going to get out of this mess?" So I
took the kid over, went home, didn't say a word. I did my homework. The next morning Dad
was sitting there, "Why aren't you up? It's time to go." I said, "I don't feel like going to school."
He said, "What do you mean, you don't feel like going to school? Get out of that bed. You're not
sick, are you?" "Well, I just don't feel like going to school." He said, "You're going. Go up there
and get that kid and get going." I drove up there and put the horse away. I thought, when I walk
in that door, she's going to jump all over me. I'm going to get it. So I went in and I sat there and
nothing happened. I got to the first recess and I thought; now I'm going to get called up. She
never said a word. Went through noon hour and nothing. Time to go home, and I thought, well,
now she's going to keep me after school. But she just got out and got in the buggy and drove off.
She still had a missing spoke on the wheel. I did that two days. By that time I couldn't stand it
any longer. I went in and confessed to my dad what had happened. He said, "You what? I don't
believe it. We're going over there tonight and settle up with them." It was the hardest thing I ever
had to do.
He went over there with me. He said, "I want to pay for repairing the buggy." I remember he said
he never thought I would pass anybody. About two or three years before Elzia died -- she liked
to have her children come to visit her -- I said, "Elzia, do you remember the time I caught my
wheel behind your buggy wheel and tore a spoke out of the wheel?" She replied, "You didn't do
that?" She still kept me on the hook.
Nature is still the same. You know, you think about the first airplane. The first airplane you took
was for business. You always traveled by train. I went to New York [scrambled] meeting, I 'd sleep
on the train and the next morning, I'd be in New York. Until one time I had to go to Houston
-- we had a problem down there -- a hurry-up thing, they needed help. They said, "You've got to
fly." I thought, Gee, I don't like heights, I'm scared. So we caught a sleeper plane out of Chicago.
It was something like a railroad sleeper. You only had about four places for people on the plane to
sleep. You would go out from Chicago to Houston, climb in up over the top of the seats -- there
was a place up about where the luggage rack is -- there was a little bed up there. This was a prop
job- we didn't have jets. You thought you were going up [scrambled]; when you'd come down,
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you were diving headfirst. You don't sleep. After I took that flight, I decided that was the way to
travel.
Was that during World War II?
It was one of the first four-engine planes. It was patterned something like the Flying Fortress, a
commercial version of the World War II plane. This was probably 1946 or 1947. That propeller is
such a noisy thing anyway, when you compare it to the jets that we have today. This is the Oakdale
School. This is my brother. Bob is not in there. This is Bernice Tague [the teacher]. I was in sixth
grade. Bob was already in high school. That was her first year teaching. She wasn't a good teacher
at all. She'd take a nap on one of the seats. She doesn't look much older than you children.

Oakdale School. A one room schoolhouse in Monroe Township.
This is my brother. He was first grade. That's Glen. And my sister. Leroy Paugh.
Lawrence
Storie. Ralph Schwartz. Roscoe Storie. Glen. Ralph Gray. (Harvey's son) Louis Spurgeon, Wayne
Smith, Leroy Paugh. Lawrence Storie. This is Natalie McDowell. Edith Paugh. Beulah Rogers.
Edith married Bud Thomas. My sister Audrey. Here's Tony McKinnon. Ethel Tower. Mary Thorn.
Pay Thorn. Bernice Tague. She wasn't a good teacher. After that, the parents told their trustee not
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to send her back. She didn't get a job after that. That's Duffy McDowell and Larry Smith. This
is Monroe Church. This is down at my grandparents, my father's parents. Going to Grandma's
house was a big treat. Grandma was so loving. She always had a little box of candy. Remember
candy fish? That was a big treat for us. That's my family. My father had this new truck. He put
these boards up crossways, and then put feed sacks. That was our bed. One pole here on this side.
So two families slept in this truck.
Here we are pumping up a gasoline stove to cook our breakfast. There's a date on this picture:
September 27, 1926. That's the lane to where the silo is. I don't think I've got a picture of our
house. It was a log house with weatherboarding over it. Morgan's Raid was before our time. They
had stones placed around way back, so we knew where Morgan went. Different places, different
roads. He went through the woods right there. That was marked. Do you have any other memories
of that time that you'd like to share? We had very good teachers. We had two to a seat, but it
didn't seem to bother us too much. We each had our side. Although we did work at home too.
We also listened to the other recitations. We always took our books home. Our folks helped us
with our homework. That was never a problem.
You mentioned the party games you played. Can you remember any other things you did
when you weren't in school?
Of course we always helped at home. Dishes. I even helped farm before Dad got the tractor. I
helped drive the horses and harrow. They didn't let me drive the disk. They thought that was too
dangerous. You had to disk it and then harrow over it and smooth it out a little bit. It took a lot
of work to get the clumps out. You were so dependent on the weather too. You needed that for
your animals and then just to sell, for an income crop. That's what they depended on. It's fun,
remembering those times. That's why I put this book together. I thought, "It's all going to be
gone." The kids have seen it. They're glad to have it too.
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Interview with Mr. Charles Risk Bentley and his wife Opal Anderson

February 1992
One Room School:
Mr. C. Risk Bentley called to see if I could use a photograph of the Old Marble School, a one
room school for eight grades, which was located in a community called Jinestown in Monroe
Township, Jefferson County, Indiana. Mr. Bentley's father, Charles Bentley, had attended this
school in 1904-1905 under the tutelage of Mr. C. E Brown. Mr. Bentley's childhood home, as it
was for some 2,000 other folks, was on the site that was condemned in late 1940, to be used as
an ammunition testing center for the U. S. Army preparing for WWII. His parent's home, now
quarters #8 of JPG's residential circle was located on Highway 421 just north of state road 250
inside the Proving Ground. Quarters # 8 was just one of over 20 Monroe Township farm houses
moved in 1941 to house soldiers assigned to the ammunition testing facility.
Charles' father and mother, Charles and Mary Bentley received $8,700 for 106 acres. Some of the
"Old Timers" state that the land taken over by the government was not worth anything, but Mr.
Bentley pointed out that 65% of the land was very productive. The ground is white - no color.
Since the land was flat, pock-marked, and white, it picked up the name "Buttermilk Flats". The
land would produce 22 to 30 bushels of wheat and 44 bushels of corn. The rest of the land was
broom sedge or pasture and was used for hunting, timber, firewood, and grazing.
The worst land was the first to be sold, at about 80 to 90 dollars per acre. Mr. Bentley said, "The
land purchasing agents would whipsaw, or cut and divide the farmers. They did not buy the better
farms until last. The agents were hard, not diplomatic. They would tell you that you had 30 days
to move, but in 10 days they would come back and tell the farmer and his family to get out". Risk
Bentley does not harbor bad feelings against the government or the land agents, even though he
feels that his family came out in the hole after they sold their farm.
We are getting ahead of the story, so we want to return to the subject of one room schools. One
of the virtues of the "One Room School" as 'told to us by Risk was that you had the first, second,
and third grades watching the activity of the eighth graders doing computations or writings at
the board. He said that by the time the younger kids got to be eighth graders, they really knew
their stuff.
When Risk graduated from the eighth grade he had to take a county wide exam which all who
expected to attend high school had to pass. This test consisted of a teacher, who was Thruston Lee,
Grandfather of Lucy Geisler, giving each candidate three hundred questions to answer. The year
Risk took the test, in 1928, Monroe Township had the four highest honors. 1. Alton Williams
answered 296 questions correctly. 2. Alta Harrell was second with 294. 3-4. Risk Bentley tied with
Gus C. Sommer at 292. John D. Gabel was County Superintendent of Schools at this time.
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Note:
Many Catholic children were educated in this manner especially after St. Patrick's School was
closed circa 1900, St. Anthony's school was closed in 1912, and by 1917 St. Magdalene's school had
ceased to function. Unless a family had the wherewithal to board their children down in Madison
where the children could attend St. Mary's or St. Michaels, they went to a one room school in the
county. Their education did not suffer due to the efforts of the teachers. The priests made sure the
children were trained in the teachings of the Church by holding classes in the summer.
Mr. Bentley retired about 5 years ago after 31 years with L. P. Cavett, a road building firm. He
operated heavy equipment such as caterpillars, bulldozers, high lifts, and cranes. During World
War II Charles Risk Bentley worked for the Army, the same outfit that separated him from his
home. He was busy digging duds out of the ground for the Ordnance Corps to ship back to
manufacturers for disassembly and an analysis to see why they did not explode. He states that only
one time a star shell went off and blew all the glass out of his crane. Mr. Bentley made the wry
comment that a Lt. Prince was the Safety Officer for the post, but he never saw the lieutenant in
the field; then Mr. Bentley defended the lieutenant by saying that he had several people working
for him on the firing line and could not be everywhere.
All during the war Mr. Bentley built several roads and did some of the dirt work for the East
and West Stockades firing complexes. Dale Geisler, husband of Lucy Giesler mentioned earlier,
John Walker, and he poured concrete. Kenneth Grimes, Alfred Erwin Stucker, Doctor William
Stucker's father, and Fred Sullender built the forms. Jake Sutton, Kenneth Grimes, and Alfred
Erwin Stucker, who were all equally skilled, finished the concrete out. Their supervisor was John
Cordrey, Chief of the Labor Section, who lived at 201 south Mill Street, Madison (1941-1942).
They worked for Captain Rice the Post Engineer.
The Charles and Mary Bentley family had the following three children: Charles Risk Bentley, Roy
Bentley, retired from the budget office at JPG, and their sister Mary Ruth Combs. Charles Risk
Bentley married Opal Anderson, whose parents ran a chicken processing plant in Bryantsburg,
also taken over by the government. Her father and mother were James and Minnie Monroe
Lloyd Anderson. Charles Risk and Opal Bentley raised the following 4 children: Charles James
(deceased), Carol Barr, Donald, and David.
The Bentley's are currently residing in a manufactured home at a place that used to be Wirt Station
in the heyday of the railroad trains. They are just across the tracks from the southwest corner of
Jefferson Proving Ground, a couple of miles as the crow flies from their childhood homes, but
halfa century from being able to return.
Post Scripts from the Proving Ground:
In 1941 Dr. Charles Denny, a prominent physician in the Liberty Church area, called a meeting
of the farmers and townspeople that were to be displaced from along Highway 421 (old 29). He
wanted them to sign a petition that would have the Army move the east fence of the Proving
Ground to the west 1/2 mile to preserve the frontage along the highway. This would have saved
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the two towns of Bryantsburg and Belleview. According to Mr. Bentley, the church was full and
farmers were standing on the outside; however, the petition did not change the boundaries of the
proving ground as travelers can tell by driving through the remains of the two towns. The Liberty
Church itself was moved from the west side of the road to its present position on the east side.
The Bentleys and the Andersons from Monroe Township, along with the Meisbergers and Keiffers
from Shelby Township, and the Jordans and Vosses from Bigger Township were caught up in the
exodus of some 500 farm families (2,000 people) and given 30 days to vacate; however, others
had been forced out earlier by economic hard times. The 1930's were not an easy time here in
Buttermilk Flats as evidenced by the plat maps of the period. Large tracts of land belonged to the
insurance companies and banks from Cincinnati. Perhaps they did well when the government
took over the land, but many people have returned to JPG during visitation periods that tell of
tales of homes lost before the Government takeover in December of 1940.
The Cherokee Indians have their trail of tears legend, the Japanese have their recompense for
barbed wire encampments, TVA farmers have a movie about losing their farms, but the folks
from Buttermilk Flats have only Sue Baker's Book, George Miller's Genealogy Column, and the
history displays at JPG's Armed Forces Day to tell their story.
__Michael S. Moore Jefferson Proving Ground

Railroad Crossing at the corner of the former JPG. Risk and Opal
lived across the road. The old Wirt Station was located here in the
late 1800's. The Wirt Blockhouse was near here in 1812.
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Fauna Mihalco (Thursday, February 17, 1994)

How old were you when your family sold their farm? Eleven.
How many brothers and sisters did you have?
I had two brothers. My mother and her sister married brothers, and we lived on adjoining farms.
There were two boys in that family that were just as close as brothers. I still feel they're brothers.
I had one cousin older of the five of us. I was the second. The baby of the family is no longer
living. He was the first to go. All five of us were born in that area- on the very southern end of
the proving end. In fact, the first time they took the land, we missed it. They didn't come that far.
But then they decided they needed a little bit more and we got caught in that last part. The family
had lived there for sometime- my grandmother's parents lived there. Of course we hated to see it
go. My grandfather was born in North Carolina. When he would go back to North Carolina, he
would bring North Carolina pines and trees because he got homesick. When I was a child they
seemed huge to me. I could climb up in those pine trees and I could see farms all over, He had
three orchards, and I understand that the orchard in the southwest corner of the proving ground
still produces. The last time I asked about it, I was told that every fall, people take their baskets
and boxes down there.
Your farm was on the southwest corner? Who were some of the families around?
Ed Heitz and his family were in the very southwestern part. It was a large brick house, two-story.
I don't think that house is standing either. The lane went down on the west side of Heitz' house;
theirs and ours were the only two along that road. It went up to the one that comes out near the
Oakdale School. You go up there and then you turn east to Oakdale School. My uncle Charles
Richey taught at Oakdale School. He was going to Hanover College. After their first year, they
could teach part of the time. So he would teach and then attend Hanover. When the war started
--1918 -- the president of the college called all the young men together and begged them not to
enlist. He said, "If any more of you enlist, we're going to have to close the college." So when they
closed the college, Uncle Henry enlisted. He died of disease at Fort Oglethorpe, Georgia.
It's my understanding that in World War I, more of the soldiers died of disease than in combat.
There was no vaccine for these things at that time; when it got started, everybody in the barracks
got it.
How much did your family get for their farm?
I'm going to have to look that up, because I was a child. In those days, children didn't ask how
much money anybody got for anything. We called everybody Mrs. "this" and Mr. "that." We
would have been tanned royally had we talked to an adult and called them by their first name.
Times change.
Did they feel it was a fair price?
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I wouldn't have any way of knowing, because I was twelve. Money was never discussed. Farmers
aren't paid every week, and money was never discussed.
How much time did you have to move?

They came in and told us, and when the deadline -- the moving date -- came, all of the children
woke up with measles. We didn't cooperate and all had the measles at the same time. One would
get over it; then the next one would get it. Then the next one would get it. The bulldozers were
bulldozing trees in our yard that the five of us children holding hands to play ring around the
rosy could not reach around.
They were bulldozing those trees with the quarantine sign, and my mother was almost hysterical,
because they were pushing trees over before we were able to get out. The doctors had to take the
quarantine signs down before you could go out of there. And Mom was just almost at the end
of her rope.
When they first told you, did they give you a fair amount of time to get your affairs in
order?
I'm not real sure. We didn't question. The adults took care of things. Fauna Boggs could probably
tell you, because she's older than I. And she didn't have the measles. They gave you a certain length
of time to find another place to move, to evacuate. I'm sure most of them did. But we didn't get
out on time because of the measles. They got us out of there as quickly as they could. I don't know
how long the extension was. It wasn't my problem. We just moved a little bit closer to Wirt, a place
down there that my paternal grandmother owned. She would always go to Indianapolis because
she'd get hay fever. She spent most of her time up there, because they didn't have medication that
would stop hay fever.
Were there any people who did not want to sell?
There were a lot of people. None of us wanted to go. We all felt forced. I'm sure that everybody
you talk to feels forced.
So everybody felt it was their duty to do this?
Times were different. They didn't get a committee and try to fight it. They just felt, "We have
to do it." There was no recourse. Some of them tried to negotiate, if I remember correctly. But
Mom and Dad just went. As soon as they could get us out of there.
Did any of your family work at JPG?
Mom and Dad worked there early on.
Did they work on the post or did they work in the construction of JPG itself?
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I think it was both.
Did your dad work in the constructing and your mom worked later? Yes.
Where did she work at JPG, do you remember?
In the PX, I think. The last time I was in there it wasn't functioning, but the building was still
there. I think she worked until about 1945.
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Wayne Smith (February 12, 1994)

From "Voices from Monroe Township
Published by the Jefferson County Historical Society. Thanks to Jan Bonnet who conducted
the interviews and Meredith Gregg who transcribed them.

Wayne Smith tells Mike Moore about going to Wood School as a child.
The occasion was the JPG 50th Anniversary Reunion, May 10, 1991.
How old were you when your family sold their place?
I was twenty-one. But I wasn't living at home then. I'd already moved to Madison.
Where was your family farm located?
It was in Monroe Township, about a mile from the Oakdale schoolhouse.
How much land did it cover?
My dad only had about thirty-five or forty acres. We didn't have a big farm. My dad was an
auctioneer. We had a house and a barn. A garage and chicken houses and all things like that.
That's the last place I lived [in the proving ground]. I was born on Judge Roberts' place on Middle
Fork Creek, about a half a mile from the old Wood schoolhouse, where my mother went when
she was a young girl.
Do you know how much your parents got for their farm?
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No, I never asked them and they never told me. I just didn't think it was any of my business.
How much time did your family have to move? Did they have to move immediately once
the government came in?
They were given a certain time. I never heard them complaining anything about having to hurry.
They just wanted to do what was the right thing.
Were there people in the area who didn't want to sell?
Oh, yes. There were a few. There was one lady by the name of Kit Colin [sp?] who was a pretty
close neighbor. Our farms joined. They had to just about bodily take her out I think. Then there
was another fellow over on the Paper Mill Road that they had a hard time with. Enoch Stevenson
[?], But I don't know how they came out. I don't think any of them wanted to move. But they
knew they had to, so they went ahead and did it, because it was supposed to be good for the
government, knowing we were going into war. They went along with it that way. But none really
wanted to move. They didn't want to give up their homes.
Do you know whether the government really explained to them what was going to be done
and really kept them informed about what they were doing, or was it, "Do this because we
the government told you to do this?"
I don't think anyone really understood it all, but they were explained to. Since I didn't own
property, I can't tell you exactly what they went through and what they were told. I was just a
young fellow who had moved away.
Did any of your family work at JPG?
My mother worked there awhile during the war. I was in service and she worked in the bomb
fields somehow. She wrote me letters and told me about it, but I don't remember what she did.
Where did you go to school in Monroe Township?
I went to school at Oakdale- the one that's still standing out there now. I started there when I
was seven, and I was twelve when I started into high school the next year at North Madison
High School. It had to be 1930 when I was a freshman, because I graduated in 1934 from North
Madison High School.
What was life like, going to school at Oakdale School?
Well, we didn't have days off on account of snow. Of course, I didn't have to walk to school,
because when I first started going to school there, John McDonald hauled us in a hack with a team
of horses. But then the years came on to where my mother drove the hack, we called it. She had a
Model T Ford and she hauled us kids to school and got paid for it from the county someway. She
had a route. She hauled us in that Model T. What is a hack? That's something drawn by horses.
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That's what they called it then. It was a four-wheeled wagon. You could open a door and get in.
It was enclosed- the school hack.
Where was your family burial ground?
It was the Bayless graveyard. That was on the Paper Mill Road on back this way toward Wirt.
They've moved that now; it's on the top of the hill over here in Madison.
Are a lot of your family members buried there?
No. They all moved away, most of them. My mother is here, and my daddy. I have an uncle
and a cousin here. But that's all. The rest of them are all buried somewhere else, because they all
moved out.
What happened to Bryantsburg and Belleview?
It's still there, part of it. What's outside the proving ground fence. But most of the buildings
on the west side of the fence are gone. Of course you can see as you drive by what's still left of
Belleview and Bryantsburg. There are still people there. But at one time there were grocery stores,
and garages. Right now, I think it's just people's homes along there.
This is the time for your personal thoughts and memories of that time period, when you
lived out there on the land that JPG now occupies.
Well, I grew up there. I was born on Judge Roberts' place over on Middle Fork and then we
moved from there before I was five years old over to the place that I described a while ago, about
a mile from Oakdale Schoolhouse. We did a lot of hunting, my brother and I, when we were kids.
There were a lot of quail and rabbits and things like that. We didn't have any deer yet then. The
man at Old Timbers started the deer- he and the government. I killed the first deer that was ever
hit with an automobile in the state of Indiana. That's still on record in Indianapolis, I think.
Earlier, you talked about the day you were born.
I was born when it was real cold and the snow was deep. Doctor Charlie Denny from Belleview
came in a sleigh and a horse. Of course we had an old drum stove at that time they tell me. It was
a big house, but with the help of the neighbor lady and my dad and my mother and the doctor,
I made it. I was pretty small at that time; my mother had pneumonia and I was born a little bit
too soon. I only weighed two and a half pounds when I was six days old with all my clothes on.
True story. Doctor Charlie Denny told my dad, "Don't give him a middle name because he'll
never live." That's why I don't have a middle name.
How many brothers and sisters did you have?
I have one brother, Leonard Smith.
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You went hunting?
At that time the proving ground was the best quail country around. And we had plenty of rabbits.
Of course things have changed a lot since then. All I do now is deer hunt. My buddy and I got
five this fall. We were entitled to six, but we only got five.
Were there lots of other children as neighbors?
There were a few. The Storie boys and we all hunted together when we were kids and still going
to school at Oakdale.
How many children went to Oakdale when you were there?
About the time I went there, there were about twenty someplace. I don't know -- I'd have to count
them up. I've got some old pictures; we could count them up.
Do you have an idea of how many students might be alive today?
When we were out there a while back, there were ten or twelve there. There was one couple that
went to school there that was a little older than me. Bob Keller and Nellie Jones. They're married
now.
They were there that day.[May 10, 1991-JPG's 50'h anniversary reunion at Oakdale School] Leroy
Paugh and George Bayless and Ruthanna Harlow [?]. I don't remember who all else. There are
quite a few of them left, if you can find them.
Did you enjoy that day?
I thought that was real nice. They had all of us out there. I want to go back and go out to the Wood
Schoolhouse and show Mr. Moore where that is. When the weather gets better, maybe we can find
a day. We went out there one day last year and they were firing; we couldn't get clearance. That is
the school where my mother went to school and three of her little brothers. But they closed that
school and a fellow by the name of Gerald Rea made a home out of it and lived in it for awhile,
until the proving ground moved them out. I guess they tore down all the schools but Oakdale.
They had an old school at St. Magdalene with the church when I was a kid still going to high
school, I played for dances in that school. Square dances and that kind of thing. I've played
euchre in the basement of the church and won a trophy. I still have it someplace. It's a little beer
mug, made in Germany. I won the championship euchre player when I was seven or eight years
old. Me and my brother took the prize that night. That place was full of people too. They really
played euchre back there. When I was going to high school, in the summertime I'd work on the
farm over there for Charlie Jones, who raised so many chickens. In fact, the silo to their home is
just about halfa mile from the Oakdale schoolhouse; the silo is still standing.
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Were you told anything about Morgan's Raid?
I heard about the Morgan's Raid. When he came through Dupont, they broke into the stone
house where everyone stored their hams and meat in the wintertime and stole the hams and
bacon and all.
Then about 1929, I believe it was, they set up the Morgan's Raid markers like tombstones on his
trail. I was there that day; it was hot and dusty, but they set them out; and every one they'd put
up they'd have a little speech and tell about Morgan going through there. I don't know whether
they're still there or not. But they should not have taken them down. They should still be in the
proving ground. That day they had a big crowd go from each one and then someone would make
a little talk and then they'd go on and set another one up. It said, "General John Morgan passed
through here on the certain date." It was carved in that stone just like a tombstone.
Is there anything else you'd like to talk about concerning your family farm or the government
coming in and starting JPG?
I lived down in Madison when they bought the land, and then I went into service. I was gone
about four years. When I came back, everything had been forgotten. The proving ground was
still going good with everybody working there. As far as them ever getting their home back there
again -- most of the people who lived there have passed away. The government will keep that, I
suppose, for something. No one will ever get it back. A lot of them thought that they would, when
it was over. I think a lot of people thought they could buy it back. But that will never happen.
In a book, The Original Poems by W. L. Denny, a poem was found called, "The Proving Ground"
and it talks about the proving ground and the farm area at the beginning of World War II.
"The Proving Ground in Monroe Township our homes used to be
With our friends and neighbors good and true.
But a proving ground came along, you see,
They took all these things away from you.
The many scenes that were blotted out
Often our eyes with tears now fill.
The fields and woodlands we roamed about
And loved to climb her rolling hills.
Friends and old schoolmates we held so dear.
They now have scattered far and wide.
Some of them still linger here;
Yes, many have crossed the great divide.
Our friend and neighbors have moved away
Some have journeyed on so far
God who rules man's destiny
Every day be with them where they are.
We gave up our friends and neighbors dear
Far away some had to roam
We have good friends and neighbors here
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But it will never be like home.
Old folks that lived here many years
They knew they soon would be moving on.
Sick at heart, they shed many tears
They knew the dear old home was gone.
Recalling past years as I walked about
And familiar scenes that will be no more
So quickly they all were blotted out
Fate intervened and just closed the door,
There were many heartaches, many tears.
From their place of birth they had to go,
Give up their homes they had loved for years
What may happen here Oh, we never know.
Sad and lonely then, we journey on.
Sometimes our eyes with tears are dim.
Loved ones, neighbors, and old homes are gone.
We still have God; keep your faith in Him.
----------- (The poem was published in the book in 1955.)
I. played the fiddle. Of course I could play the banjo and the guitar a little too, but the fiddle
was the main one I played. My brother played the banjo. We had several different people who
played with us -- Louis Demaree who lived at Bryantsburg; of course he's passed away now. He
was older than we were. Had a boy by the name of Bill Jenkins. And Raymond Rose. Of course
most of them are all gone on.
Did you teach yourself how to play?
We just picked it up. [Scrambled] Young played a little and the first fiddle we got didn't have any
bow, so he made us one out of a corn stalk, and we put rosin on it, and kind of learned to play. After
we could tell we were going to be able to, Daddy got us a fiddle, a three-quarter size. We outgrew
that, and then I traded around and got two or three fiddles. I've got one now that I traded from
a guy from Oklahoma, lived out there on Big Creek. I still have it. But I don't play it anymore. I
got it out to tune it up with Betty and the organ, and I broke the string -- it was so old -- and I've
never gotten around to buying one and putting it on. You said you played at square dances? They
round danced too, but we played for those old square dances. My dad used to call for a lot of the
dances out at Canaan. Of course I've played different places -- Vevay, the Chicken Inn down on
62, up at Carrollton, and that old church there in the proving ground. I played at that old school
they had there when I was still probably going to grade school. We had different ones that would
play with us different times. We had different names. One of them was "Big Creek Buckle Busters."
"The Smith Brothers Band." I don't know what all. We had so many different names at that time.

I've forgotten. We had a piano player a time or two. Mildred Tower played a time or two with us.
Whether we were playing for a dance or not, Mildred was an extra-special player. She just picked
it up. She still plays. She lives in the northern part of the state now. I think she told me the last
time I talked to her that she had a little blue grass band. Louis Demaree played the piano and the
saxophone. Just different ones. I'd have to think about it to remember who all they were.
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Were the dances the kind that brought the whole community together?
Oh, yes. At the hall there in Canaan and at all these places it was a regular big dance on Saturday
night. Not every Saturday night, but it was a Saturday night dance as a rule. The crowd came.
Mostly older people at the big dances. Of course when I first started out, when I was a kid, they'd
be house dances. They'd roll the rug back and of course they'd have one room for the little kids.
They'd put them in there in the bed.
A house dance would be at a person's home?
Yes, right at their home. They'd just throw the rug back and throw a little paraffin on the floor,
or corn meal or whatever, to make it slick, and away they'd go. Circle four and a do-se-do.
I have read that sometimes they had dances as fundraisers or school fairs. Did have those
when you were young?
Not as many. I guess they did, in different parts of the country, and sometimes there. But it wasn't
near as much as they do now, because there are so many more bands playing now, and more places
to do it, and more people needing help. I also had read somewhere that many times the schools
or the churches were considered the polling place or the place for voting. The first time I voted,
when I was twenty-one, was in the Big Creek School, out on Big Creek. It was a school just like
the one at Oakdale, almost. It's torn down now. They put your vote right in the top of a box and
push her down through there.
Were there any times that you got into trouble as a boy?
No. I never did. Me or my brother. None of us ever got in any kind of trouble. We were too busy
playing for dances and working, and trying to get ahead. We didn't have time to play around and
get in trouble. When I'd come down the stairs with my suit on headed to play a dance someplace,
my mother would say, "You just be as good as you look, and I won't have to worry about you."
That's what she'd say, almost every time.
So we tried to do right, so we wouldn't cause my mother and dad any trouble. They had some big
pictures out there three or four years ago. They had everybody's name down but that one guy;
they didn't know who it was. I looked at it, and I went and told Mike; so they put his name under
it now. The picture in his office. Just a little bitty picture -- you know those hall pictures? I knew
right away who it was. John Cordery. He and I were working at Charlestown -- E. I. Dupont.
An opening came up here in the proving ground -- that's when they first started. He said, "I'm
going up there to go to work. Eighty dollars a week." We were making forty-five there. I said, "I'm
too near going into the service." I think he had other plans in his head: he'd get in there and he
wouldn't have to go. I don't know, but I'm pretty sure. Anyway, that's what happened. He went
out there as a guard, and transferred on up and made a boss. Over heavy equipment or something.
When I saw that picture, they didn't have his name there. I've frog hunted when I lived out there
out at Old Timbers and up and down the creek. Of course I did that before ----
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The first time I ever had a drink of whiskey was me and my dad and Shorty Copeland, Bill
Wahlman. I was carrying the frogs because I was younger than anybody else in the crowd. I had
the frogs in the sack over my shoulder. It was pretty cold -- it was pretty early in the spring. So
we got out on the bank to get warmed up, and Shorty had a gallon of old moonshine and a sack.
Everybody had a drink and I said, "Give me a drink," and he said to my dad, "John, do you care
if Wayne has a drink?" He said, "Go ahead, if he wants one." I took a drink of that, and I never
breathed for five minutes- it felt like. But you know, we got back in the water and went on frog
hunting, and the next time we stopped, I knew how to take a drink then. I took a little bitty drink
and I've drunk it the rest of my life, a little bit at a time. Of course I haven't had any moonshine
for forty years. At that time that was what everybody drank. I don't know where they got it. None
of them made it. But they'd gotten it someplace. Of course at that time up Eagle Hollow and
the Devil's Backbone down here and right across there in those hills in Kentucky, people had to
pay their taxes some way, and I guess that's the way they did it. I had three teachers at Oakdale
Schoolhouse. Mrs. Elzia Demaree to start with, then Hunter Jines came in for a year or two;
then Bernice Tague was there one year. And then Miss Elzia Demaree came back my last year. I
only had three teachers while I went to the Oakdale Schoolhouse. Miss Elzia Demaree was one
of the finest teachers in the world, as far as I'm concerned. Of course, Hunter Jines was good; I
liked him. We liked all our teachers.
I'm going to add that he told me he took the test for the eighth grade and was able to skip
the eighth grade. He went from the seventh grade to the ninth grade. He was very surprised.
He was the smallest runt in high school. He was twelve the first half of the year and thirteen
the second half of the year. His birthday is December 21st. Almost a Christmas baby.
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Leroy Harsin

He is going to tell us about the childhood on the family farm where he was born and raised that
later became part ofJefferson Proving Ground. His wife Mary ispresent and provides clarification
where needed.

Leroy Harsin and daughter, Joyce are relaxing at the remains of the
new home of his mother and father. This visit was in 2008.
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Ron Harsin viewing the old Harsin homesite that was gone before he was born.
This is Leroy Harsin I was born and raised in Jefferson Proving Ground. I am going to relate
a few of the experiences that I encountered when I was a boy on the farm. Our neighborhood
consisted of a blacksmith shop, a country store, a telephone exchange, and my father operated
a feed mill every Thursday. At this country store we had 3 boys and a girl, who were, should we
say, the nasty boys and girls of the area. Maybe that's not the right words.
The troublemakers?
Yeah, they got into trouble like, we had a friend named George Gurley and George would come
down there and visit, and they one day wrapped him up with tape that you wrap up groceries and
left him out in the yard. It was like a mummy. The same boy, they hung him in the tree in the
schoolyard one noon, and classes took up and the teacher said "Where's George" and somebody
said, "He is hanging out there in the tree by his feet." Things like that went on. This one boy at the
store was my age, his name was John, and John and I were buddies from way back. I remember
him about the first thing that I remember of anybody. He would steal groceries like Vienna
sausage and pork and beans and things like that and bring them down along the creek where we
lived. He and I would eat them and also we would catch crawfish and fish. We would make a
little fireplace and we would peel the crawfish tails and have a baking powder can lid with lard
and fry the crawdad tails and the fish.
One night when there was ice on the creek, we had a bon fire.
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Why don't you tell us what creek that was.
This was Big Creek. Of course! So he and I were chit-chatting, and he was probably eight or nine
years old and I was the same age, and~he already rolled his own cigarettes out of Bull Durham.
So he rolled his cigarette and wanted me to take a puff, which I had never ever smoked at all, so
I took a puff. He says "Now swallow" and I swallowed and it was like swallowing fire. After I got
my breath I didn't try any smoking again for a long while.
Another thing I remember of course the first thing. I always went fishing when I was too small
to bait my hook. I would bring my pole up to the house and my grandmother would bait my
hook and I would go back down and fish until I lost that worm and then go back and get another
worm.

Mary Harsin wife of Leroy: Tell them who your grandmother was.
That was Grandmother Smart, her maiden name was Schwartz. We lived together, my dad and
mother, Shirley & Agnes and my grandmother. She died when I was about nine or ten years
old.
Did she live on the proving ground too?
Mary: Oh yeah! They lived in the same house, Betty. She was the one that was born in the house
that he was born in.
My sister was about a year and a half older than I. Had various things to go on here and I don't
know if any of them is too much interest or not. Back in the winter of '36 we had a very big
snowfall on Christmas Day.
Mary: Was that when the blizzard was?
Oh yeah, on Christmas Day in '36. And of course we were off for Christmas vacation for about a
week, but then after school started we carried a scoop shovel in the school bus and I being kind of
the biggest kid, we would get out and help scoop the tracks open so the bus could get through.
Mary: Oh, that was when he started to high school.
And the tracks would blow shut every day. So every morning and every evening coming home,
we had one area where the tracks would always blow shut.
Mary suggest that you go back and talk some more about grade school.
Grade School:
Johnny and I sat together, Johnny Andress. We had two people to a desk. One thing I remember
was we were setting there one day, and he and I were setting close to this great big old pot belly
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stove. And all of a sudden the pipe fell down, right between us. Of course that caused some
consternation. We had things like my uncle and his family lived in our house on another farm
and they had about four or five boys that were big enough to play with me and that sort of thing.
So we thrashed there one time, they had the new straw stack. And lo and behold all of a sudden
we saw a fire up there and went up there and these boys had tried to roast apples in the hole in
that straw stack. That's the same bunch of people who moved there from Kentucky and didn't
have any support at all. They came down to our house every day and they got a quart of milk.
And Mother said well if we were going to give them milk, we just as well let them have the cow
and milk their own. So they took Old Jersey Rose and everything worked fine until she had a
calf. And after she went dry she didn't have no more calves so they ate the cow.
One particular night after we were up came an ice storm. We were living down on the creek and
here's this hill (Dick knows what hill I am talking about). My friend from up the way, Dusty
Smith, came down and we was ready to skate. But he came down in his little green Chevrolet
Coupe, and it was so slick he couldn't hardly get the thing turned round there in the crossroad,
so he gave up and went back home. But two friends, Ralph Field and his brother Don, and Elvin
Rose and myself had two sleds so we went up this hill. And it was so slick that we had to crawl up
through the ditch in order to get up this hill. And we got up there and here was Foster Wilson, a
friend from up there, on ice skates. He got over in Conway's pasture and would go up and down
the hill on his skates. Ralph Field lays down on a sled, and his brother on top of him and over
the hill they went. So they worked out all right so Elvin Bruner laid down on his sled and I laid
down on top of him and we started over the hill. We got about halfway down, and we got up to
where Foster was over in the pasture and his old brown dog walked across the road in front of us.
And we hit him broadside and it knocked us both off the sled and knocked us almost senseless.
Broke poor old Brownies leg and they had to shoot him.
Now what happened right close to the telephone exchange and that was Ben and Eliza Conway
and Ben was the blacksmith. He had a Model T Roadster, and he drove that Model T Ford
Roadster until I was big enough to have a car of my own, so that was '36 or '37, and he traded
that roadster for a V8. And all of a sudden he got in, he didn't have anybody to help him learn to
drive or anything but he thought he would get in and start it up just to here it run I guess, and
anyhow he started it up and Per- zoom he came back across the road and into the field across the
road. He got her in gear and there was a spot or two he had to push to get it to go and this one
here he let it out to get it to go. He came and got me to put his car back in the garage. Now he
was always shoeing horses and things like that and when I went to the Navy I already knew the
sailors language from loafing in the blacksmith's shop.
When I was about 5 or so the folks were setting tomatoes, and in order to set the tomatoes they
muddied the roots. So Mom and I were down on the crick with a tub making mud to mud these
tomato roots. And I was running around on the rocks and I fell and split my head open and I still
have a half inch scar right on the side of my head. Of course that was before the days of going to
the doctor, and they didn't take me to the doctor's. They just went ahead with setting tomatoes.
At that same place along the rocks there, right now there is a depression that has been hollowed
out from solid stone. It's probably bigger than a ordinary wash pan and about that deep and there
is a trough going from the basin out to the end of the rock which is four or five feet away that
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somebody has carved that sometime or another. Whether it was Indians or what I don't know.
But none in my family knew the history of it.
Now this whole thing happened at the mill pond right up the creek just a little ways is what we
called the Mill Pond, and right in that area is the deepest pond around. That was where the paper
mill was built at one time and that is where Paper Mill Road got its name. There's still timbers
in the creek there that have never rotted because they were under water and were the foundation
of this paper mill.
Now that brings us to the spring. When we were in school there was a bridge there at the school.
Down near the crick there was a spring which had been walled up with rock and the basin was
four or five feet deep, the water was only a foot or so deep, and there were rock steps going down
into the spring. So of course whenever the creek got up, the water got in it and muddied the spring
up, within a day or two it was clear. The teacher would send one or two of the biggest boys over
to the spring to get water everyday.
So the spring was close to the school then?
It was possibly maybe three or four hundred yards.
But all your drinking water came from there?
It was across the bridge and back of the blacksmith shop, down over the hill.
Mary: That wasn't to far from your house.
It was further from our house than it was from the school. You have to be over on our place, our
place reached over a little bit on that side of the crick. Anyhow the teacher always told whoever
was going after water, "to wait until the water cleared after the frogs jump in before you dipped
in for water".
Well during the course of this day. I had a heck of a morning. Dad had given us, my sister and I,
a cow apiece. What we got out of them iswe would get the veal calf every year. And when the calf
got ready to veal it was ours. So this particular one I let it grow up so I had my own cow besides
the one I already had. When it came time for her to go see a bull, and I was going to lead her up
to Mr. John Smith's where they had a bull animal. Let me regress just a little bit. I always went
barefooted in the summer time.
Soon as school was out I would come home from school and I'd take off my shoes and they once in
a while would get me to put them [back] on to go to church, but other than that I went barefooted
all summer long. So I'm leading this heifer up the road, and I don't know if you remember where
Munier's bridge is or not. Part of the way up that bridge, Munier's dog started barking and the
heifer turned around and started home. There I was barefooted, and I tried to catch her and I
mean I had the rope, and she was a galloping and I kept easing up just a little further on the rope
all the time until finally I got my fingers in her nose and headed her back. By then we were just
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almost back from there and my feet were on fire. So I got her back there to the bridge and lo and
behold I got her across and past the dog and everything and took her on up to see the gentlemen
cow. The sad part of it was, was he was way out in the pasture some place and they hunted, and
hunted, and hunted, and never did find him. So we come home empty handed.
Along this Big Creek there is a cave where we really had a swimming hole- up from our buildings
about a quarter of a mile or so. They had a road that turned off into the creek. It was just cold
and it was deeper than any other place else around there. This hole was something around your
shoulders all the time and there was a great big rock on that side that started into the creek. And
in that rock was a crack about that big and there was a sycamore tree growing out of it. I haven't
seen that tree for, I guess, twenty years because they've [the Army] restricted the place. The cave
was close there to this swimming hole. Now there was an old bachelor that lived about a mile
from the cave.
What was the name of the cave?
The cave was just called Enoch's cave. Because everybody knew that that's where Enoch went
when there came a storm. And night or day if he's got time he goes to this cave. I've seen him,
when I'm up there. I'd go up there and here he'd be setting there on the bank. And he'd say,
"Well I thought I'd take a little swim." But everybody knew that he was sitting there waiting to
see if a storm was going to hit and then he'd go in the cave. In fact he had a cable, hung from
a tree or someplace, where he would grab a hold of and then he would slide into the cave. And
somebody cut that cable on him and let him go ahead over one time. He told me this one time.
He woke up at night and he didn't have time to get to the creek and there was a culvert out there
in the Paper Mill Road. I don't know if you remember it or not but on Paper Mill Road there is
a culvert that's high. It was right close to Enoch's house and he said, "The water got up to here
but I stuck it out".
Okay, you said it got up to his neck, that's how deep the water got.
Urn-huh. He'd come around home and helped us concrete and stuff like that. I can't forget one
time we sat down to supper and we had fried eggs and my Mother passed him the fried eggs and
he said, "Well let me see, do I want an egg or don't I? I don't believe I do, thanks."
Mary: He took care of some neighbor's dog too, didn't he?
Well I wasn't going to bring that up. He killed every dog that came in sight. He skinned them
and had the hides in his house. He wouldn't let nobody in the house, but he had them.
Well did he tan them then?
Yeh!

And made rugs out of them?
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Mary: He hung them on the wall.
Wall hangings.
The neighbor that lived back the lane from where he lived, he killed his dog. He came out, and
he always had a horse and buggy, he didn't have no vehicles, and he came up past there one day
in his horse and buggy and Enoch was out there digging a water away from something and he
said "Howdy Mr. Peak. How are you?" and Mr. Peak got out and whipped him.
Mary: He killed Mr. Peak's dog.
Of course we had skating parties there whenever there was enough ice on, but maybe we would
go three or four winters when there wasn't enough ice there to skate. But when there was we had
skating parties. We'd bring two or three lanterns and I'd go down there after school and dragged
in a lot of drift wood and make a bonfire. I am sure you have seen this monument over there at
the [relocated] Big Creek Cemetery east of Shawe High School, that's got Wilson's written on it.
It used to be in the creek where we skated. When the creek got up it would be washed farther
down Big Creek. Well Claude Wilson told me one day, "I'm going to get that thing before it gets
off my property". And he used a team and wagon, and how I don't never know, he moved that
thing up to the Big Creek Cemetery next to Louis Munier's farm where his folks were buried.
And then when the proving ground took over they moved the cemetery and the stone to Big
Creek Cemetery on Michigan Road.
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Entrance to Big Creek Cemeteryoff Michigan Road
south of Fairmont Cemetery in Madison.
Come the 16'h day of February one year this friend of Ralph Field and I went skating, with our
ice skates. Ordinarily there was no ice to skate on that late in the year. Well there wasn't that day
either because he fell through. That afternoon it thawed enough that there was a bare strip of
water up through the creek. And I said, "You're not going to beat me swimming too much" and
I peeled off my clothes and jumped in.
Which one of you won the race?
He fell in, in the morning see.
Oh, it wasn't at the same time then?
No, he fell in, in the morning. In fact he and I went on up there to Joe Stevenson's store and got
him dried by the stove and got him dried off a little bit.
Wilson's [Dam] pond was built in about 1936. The government had this program where if the
land owner would furnish the cement, then the WPA [Works Progress Administration] would
build the dam. So they hauled all the rock out there in the creek and used the gravel that they
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hauled in with horses and wagons. And mixed the concrete there by hand, and drilled the holes
for the dynamite by hand and made this dam. It took about a year and a half. In order to drill
holes, they had a drill that one fella sit with and holding the drill bit and another guy would hit
it with the hammer and he'd would turn it about a quarter of a turn and they'd hit it with the
hammer again. And if they drilled six inches a day between them, they thought they'd done a
good days work.
Do you remember when they did that Dick? Dick Robinson is sitting here with us, across the
table from Leroy, and he was raised up there too and he is nodding his head and affirming
that too.
After this thing was completed and everything, that meant it was a six foot dam. So that meant
that there was six foot of water behind it. And this owner, Claude Wilson, who we called Ted,
who was only about 5'6 or 5'7 tolerable short. He always worked on the county highway. And
when he'd come home in the evening his clothes would be sweaty and all, so he would just go in
the creek, clothes and all, and cool off and wash and that sort of thing. So anyhow this particular
day, three of his daughters and my sister and I were on the bank up the creek from the dam a
little ways.
He went in the water here at the dam and was tippy-toeing up there and he got even with us and
slipped off the ledge and went under. So he popped up and about the second time he popped up
he motioned for me. I jumped in and he got a hold of me and I noticed he turned loose of me.
I got hold of his suspenders and dragged him out, and when he got done coughing and spitting
and everything he said, "I knew that I shouldn't hold on to you, I would drown us both".
Mary: He couldn't swim could he?
No.
So you saved a life that day?
Yeah, I don't -never mind.
Whenever I had problems around home there and getting into problems, I would get a whipping
with a razor strap. So this particular day, I don't know what I done but anyhow, I'd come in
the kitchen and Mom caught me and started to give me a whipping. And she'd been canning
cherries and she had a bowl of cherry's sitting there on a cabinet, on that porcelain shelf. During
the whipping, that cabinet got to shaking and the clock fell off the top into the bowl of cherries
and broke the bowl. Had to boil the top to get it to run again.
Did she quit spanking then?
Yeah, but she wasn't in a good humor I'll tell you.
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We didn't get electricity until 1937. And then it was only because the electric company had to
have 6 customers per mile in order to build the line. And each customer had to pay $3.00 a
month. This Zella Jones, [Zella Matthews], well her dad took 2 taps, and my Dad took 2, and
Claude Wilson took 2 in order to get the electric to our place. Of course our place was the end of
the line and Wilson's was the end of that line. Well before we got this electricity, I had kind of a
shelf table and a certain thing there and a shelf there and I would lay in bed at night with a coal
oil light and read. So this particular night I went to sleep with the coal oil light burning. And I
unconsciously stretched kind of like this and pulled the lamp in bed with me. Globe landed right
between my chest and that arm. I wound up with a couple of blisters about that big around and
the lamp went off, when it fell in there.
At least you didn't start a fire.
No, it didn't start a fire, but it was kind of hot when it fell in there.
Now I am saying I always went barefoot which I did. The fire got north of the barn where we
burned a whole lot of trash one day. Soon after dark the spot in the middle was burning yet and
needed stirring up. So I started walking out to where I could get a fork or something to stir it up
and I stepped in the fire. Of course I don't even know whether I even told the folks about it or
not, but anyhow before that foot got well I am walking in the barn one day. And somebody had
left a pitchfork laying down there and I run a pitchfork up between a couple of my toes.
Did you start wearing shoes then?
No, no, it would take more than that to get me to wear shoes.
This here table over there had what they call a crystal radio. Did you ever have a crystal radio
Dick?
Dick: No
Tell them what kind you had.
Dick: Well our first one was a big set. It had three sets of batteries and a big horn on top
of it.
Was it an Edison Phonograph?
Dick: No.
Did it take track records or cylinder?
Mary: No, honey, it was a radio.
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Oh, okay. The first thing we had was a Crosley radio that took batteries. We run the batteries
down so much that Dad would let us listen only to Lowell Thomas, Amos and Andy and then
when Lum and Abner came on we listened to them. Well, Dad fixed up a wind charger and kind
of helped that A battery but it didn't help the B batteries any. We'd change the batteries in the
Model T Ford and run one awhile and then run the other.
When Dad had this feed mill, which I mentioned a while ago, he would grind feed for people
on Thursday. They would load it in the trunk of their car or some of them had pickup trucks
or whatever. They wouldn't bring more than four or five sacks a piece at a time, with corn and
everything. He also had a corn sheller hooked up with a belt. Here's the feed grinder and he had
an extra pulley on the feed grinder, and a belt going down here to the corn sheller. He would
always have me to sit back there where the cobs were elevated out and keep the cobs away so it
didn't start pulling cobs back through. So this particular time, I'm sitting there watching the
cobs and everything. There is a chain driven thing to bring the cobs up. The cobs were there by
me and I thought it would be fun to stick a cob in that chain and let it run around that cub. The
chain broke.
Here comes the razor strap again!
Well Dad never did find out I done that. I went around there with another cob and tried to push
that belt off. For here that chain was a flopping see. When I reached in there to push that belt off
the chain caught me right there. I have a knot there yet that I don't know whether that caused
this knot or not because I had another accident on that arm.
Mary: He is pointing to his right shoulder when he says that.
Anyhow, when that chain hit me, the fingers they just drawed up boy like that. And I wore that
arm in a sling for about two weeks. And I didn't tell my Dad what happened.
We had this old horse named Prince, and one named Barney but that's another story. I am riding
Prince one day, and I usually ride him into the stable before I got off, and I didn't realize that
the manure had built up enough that when he went up into the stable that there wouldn't room
for me between him and the top of the door. And I just got my head under and this arm under
when we came up against that door. Well I had enough pull I backed him up and rolled off. But
there again I'd hurt my arm and I am sure I broke ribs under that shoulder blade and I wore a
sling for a long time.
We had a friend named Elvin Rose. Now Elvin is Helen's husband. Now Elvin was, shall we say,
a daredevil. He had done several things that an ordinary person wouldn't do. I never told Mary
this. But the day that I was baptized, we had the baptism there at the swimming hole.
Mary: Was that there at the sycamore tree or Wilson's Dam?
Yeah, at the sycamore tree. I was about eight I guess. And to be baptized there was Vera, Helen,
Russell, and Lorraine and myself Now these first were my cousins. So I had heard through the
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grapevine that after the baptism there was going to be a fight. Elvin Rose and a boy named Bob
Holt, they never did get along, and they decided they were going to have a fight.
After the baptism?
Yeah, when they found out there was going to be a baptism. I was up there and I had to make
it home of course to get ready for the baptism and all. But after the baptism, as quick as I could
without making it obvious, I went to get my clothes changed and get back up there to the fight
and I did. Now the whole crew, all the boys that were there and everybody, went across and up
on the bank. There is a wall there about fifty feet high or so, thirty-five anyway. Everybody went
up there to this field and the fight came off. It was only a minute or two, in which they put up
their dukes and everything and Elvin hit him earnestly in the nose and everything, and the blood
flew, and that was the end of the fight.
Elvin Rose had a bicycle of course. This bridge that we are talking about there at Munier's has
got a banister about that wide.
Mary: About a foot?
I'd say a foot. Anyway he got his bicycle up on that thing and rode across.
How long is the bridge?
It would be at least as long as far as from here to the other end of our camper.
Mary: How many feet?
Well I would say 75 feet.
That's on top of the rail of the bridge?
Yeah.
Mary: And how far would you say to the water?
Down to the water was about 30 or 40 feet.
So he had a big fall if he would have....
Well it would have killed him deader than a mackerel. He not only did it once he did it twice.
I've got proof of that. I didn't see him but I've got plenty of proof that he did it.
This Mr. Rose they are talking about married Leroy's cousin, Helen Smart.
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One night, late in the evening, me and this Elvin and Ralph Field that I talked about came down
there to Big Creek. I was there on the bicycle and Elvin wanted to go up to his aunt's and bring
home a Jersey bull. Now his aunt lived about a mile north of Big Creek. Where Elvin lived was
about a mile and a half south and a half a mile west. So the whole trip was going to be about
three miles. And his aunt had this Jersey bull borrowed, about a two year old Jersey bull. Here
we are with three bicycles and three boys. We would have to leave our bicycles and oh no, no, no,
we weren't. You just watch me we are going to let the bull pull us. He had ropes and everything
so we got up there and the bull was in close quarters and we got the ropes on him. And we roped
down his neck and down both sides.
He and I tied some ropes to our bicycles and turned the bull out. Everything went fine out the
lane and everything until we got the road and when he was supposed to turn right he went up
over the bank, through a briar patch on that side. Bicycles, boys and all. I scooted my feet on the
gravel and everything trying to stop him.
Were you barefooted again?
Yeah. Rose didn't have any shirt on so he hung on to his bicycle and through them briars he went.
He just got scratched up something awful. We got him stopped
Mary: Did you roll off your bicycle?
Yeah, oh yeah! I abandoned mine. So we got him back on the road and everything. This time
we didn't tie the ropes onto the bicycles. We held on to them so we could turn loose if we had to.
But we got everything to working right and we took the bull home that way.
He pulled you on home then?
Yeah.
Mary: What happened to Ralph?
He went ahead to the intersection to make sure the bull headed right. But that night with this coal
oil light I was picking rocks out of my feet at two o'clock in the morning and that's no joke.
We had this Model A Ford, Dad brought new in 1929. When I got big enough to drive it, I don't
know if I was big enough or not, but I started driving it about 1934. He'd built this new house,
of course I helped him some, and Mom done a whole lot of work. He would send me to Madison
with a two-wheeler trailer to pick up items for his house. And I was only about 14 years old.
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Left to right: Shirley Harsin and son Leroy. They are in the front yard of
Shirley's brand new house which was claimed by the government.

Mary Harsin at home in Chelsea, June 12, 2010.
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In Memorium: Leroy Harsin passed away on October, 2009. On its way to the Hebron Cemetery,
the lengthy funeral procession turned into JPG from US Highway 421 and looped around the
old headquarters building.

Leroy Harsin going home October 26, 2009.
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Ulmer E. Smith died Monday at his Farm Home in Bigger Township

Ulmer E. Smith. Seventy years old. passed away at his home in Bigger Township, Monday,
March 28 after a long illness. Funeral services were held at Bethel Baptist Church at 2: 30 o'clock
Wednesday afternoon conducted by the Rev. J. M. Swarthnt of Butlerville. The burial took place
in Bethel Cemetery.
Ulmer E. Smith was born in Bigger Township, August 6. 1868, the son of Joseph and Hester
Smith, both of whom have preceded him in death. On August 17, 1890 he was married to Almira
Wilson, who died several years ago.
One daughter, Mrs. Hazel Fry, died six years ago. He is survived by two daughters.
Mr. Smith spent his entire life in the Benville community in Bigger Township and was a prominent
farmer. He was a life-long member of the Bethel Baptist Church, in the edge of Ripley County,
not far from his home. He had been clerk of the Madison Baptist Association for twenty years.
He served a term as assessor of Jennings County and also served as a member of the Jennings
County Council. He was a member of the Knights of Pythias Lodge.
Note: In 1908, Mr. Smith spearheaded the building of the triple arch limestone bridge located
in the southeast corner of Jennings County, inside a portion of the county that would become a
part of Jefferson Proving Ground. The bridge was called the Benville Bridge.

1908 photo of Ulmer Smith and crew that were building the
Benville Bridge in southeast Jennings County.
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Benville Bridge today. On the south side of bridge looking north 2009.
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Edith Johnson of the Bethel Area

By Evelyn Comer
I wrote three stories for Jean Sauer McClellan's book "Come Visit". The following are a couple of
stories about a lovely lady who lived in the Jefferson Proving Ground - Bethel Area. Actually, she
was a cousin of my grandfather, J. Hadley Richardson. Her name was Edith Johnson.
She told my mother about something the guard told her "the last time" she was in the proving
ground. If this was the "last time", she had evidently slipped in there before. She crawled under
the fence and stayed in her old home a few days. She must have left a bed or bedding in the house
and just carried food with her when she went in. Her home was near the fence so she could get
in from the outside road.
The guard told her if he caught her in there again he would have to put her in jail. Being the law
abiding Christian lady that she was, being in jail didn't sound very good!
She was a wonderful lady. She had a sister who died earlier and left two or three little boys.
The name of this family was Lincoln. The boy I knew later was Abraham Lincoln - not the
president.
Edie, as she was called, cared for these little boys several years. At Sunday school one Sunday one
little boy was asked, "Do you know who Jesus is?" The little boy studied for a little while and
then said, "I don't know, but it must be Edie." This is a perfect example of the type of person
Edie was.
Edith Johnson was her name. Her home was across the road from the house where Richard
Millhous Nixon's mother was raised.
In later years, Edie visited her sister in California. During her trip, she visited her old friend, Mrs.
Milhous Nixon. While there, she had the privilege of helping get dinner for Mrs. Nixon's son,
Richard Milhous' Nixon and his wife. She of course liked him very much and was very proud
that she got to meet him.
This story is just one example of the trauma the people who were moved out of their homes by
the Jefferson Proving Ground experienced.
Written by: Evelyn V. Comer, Holton, IN 47023
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Edith Johnson center with glasses was a member of Bethel
Church and a good friend of Evelyn Comer.
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Evelyn Comer, Holton, who donated the photo of Edith Johnson is shown displaying
an ashtray built in the JPG machine shop using the base of a 105mm projectile.
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Being Contacted by the Government

The Process of Losing Your Home
Vernon Shepherd, a resident of Brownsburg, Indiana was a young boy when his family was
forced to leave their 80-acre parcel owned by his father, Noble Shepherd. The Shepherd property
was located in the northern portion of JPG, and most of it now sits under Old Timbers Lake. If
you have ever wondered what kind of process and communication the government employed in
notifying landowners in 1940 that they were going to have to sell their land, the following pages
are provided to give readers a better picture of what the landowners received.
We are grateful for Mr. Shepherd donating the early photographs of the property as well as the
chain of original correspondence and documents his father received. As a sidebar, note the large
stone chimney on the side of the Shepherd home. This is the chimney for which "Old Chimney
Point" is named on the east side of Old Timbers Lake. Those JPG employees who constructed
the dam and watched Old Timbers slowly fill remember the chimney as one of the last manmade
features to be covered and thought this an appropriate name for the point of land that today is
used by anglers and other refuge visitors.

Old Home Place:
This picture below was taken in 1924. We don't know when Noble J. Shepherd bought the house
and 80 acres. Remains of the structure and chimney are now under Old Timbers Lake out from
Old Chimney Point.

Shepherd home in 1924. Now it is at the bottom of "Old Timbers Lake"
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During the depression, the Noble Shepherd family moved to Delaware, OH to work on his
brother-in-law's dairy farm. They moved back to this house in 1935 and farmed these 80 acres
until they were moved out of the property to create Jefferson Proving Ground.
Another view of the house after some debris has been cleaned off. Note the large chimney on the
close end of the house and the large cedar on the far end of the house. Even in this picture you
get the perception of the house being on a hill.
Notice the small window on the left side of the chimney. Vernon L. Shepherd (living in this house
from 1935 until 1941) used to climb out and up the chimney to view the "chimney swifts" inside.
Vernon was born in Delaware, Ohio in 1931.

Chimney with window.
Later the front porch was removed from the house. Vernon does not remember the house with
the porch front. The vines growing in the garden are peanuts.
Note house in background and the larger cedar tree to the left of the house. This picture of the
corner of the barn shows again the slope of the hill on which the farm laid. Note the plowed
ground ready for the garden in front of the house.
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Garden of peanuts in foreground.
This view below looks northwest from what was formally called Black Diamond road (now Heron
Inlet Road) on the south side of the property.

When the water in "Old Timbers Lake" was lowered in 2007, Mr.
Shepherd asked Ken Knouf to drive him to Heron Inlet to see if
he could see the top of the Chimney, but it was not visible.
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Official Government Papers documenting the process for exercising the power of eminent domain
in the purchase of the Noble Shepherd Farm.
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CO-OPERATIVE
IN

AGRICULTURE
BSrTATE

EXTENSION
AND

WORK

HOME ECONOMICS

OF INDIANA
ESJTENIONSERVICE
COUNTY f1•MSlo WORK

PURDUEUIRVMIITT AM'RCULTURA.UENMSION
CEPAMIMEMT.
U. &.DOU&TMENTOPAGSJCULTURE
COUNTYBOARDOTP
EDUCATIONA
MO COUNTY
&TENSIOON
CCMffCM CO-OPMIATINO

Versailles,

Ind.

December 6,

1940

4------Lereby
)f the
States
ar the

To the Farmer
Addressed:
The Federal government is be~pinning Immediatcly
to purchase 50,000 acres in Jefferson, Jennings, and
Ripley Counties for use of the war department.
This
.-. nrea Inclades land-owned- or-opereaved:-by you-;-.
.
There will be a meeting at the Holton High School
Saturday afternoon, December 7th at 1:00 P. 24. to discuss the rights of owners and tenants In the purchase
program.
This means that about 500 families will have
to move from this area.
Problems of values of crops in the field and limestone and fertilizers applied will be considered.
The meeting Is called by the Land Use Planning
Committees of the above counties, who have your interests at heart.
Come and get "first

hand" Information.
Sincerely yours,

Gu yýT

{r~r~ls...
a

County Agricultural Agent

Approved by tenant as to amount
payable for rights of tenant.

(Tenant)

(Agent)

Letter from County Agent, First Notice
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ORDER

r-IV

---..
..
...
..

------- 194 ....

As a part of the option attached hereto and this day given to the United States of America, I hereby
authorize the Union Title Company of Indianapolis, Indiana, at my expense to make a search of the
title to said real estate, and to prepare a Certificate of Title to the same addressed to the United States
of America, and
I agree at the time of closing the transaction for the purchase of said real estate to transfer the
check in payment to the said Union Title Company as Escrow Agent.
This instrument will thereupon constitute an order to said Union Title Company to disburse the

~~~sof
sid ehe~j

jjipym

.of the follovving..

--

Unpaid taxes, assessments, liens and encumbrances.

Tenants rights of. - - J..O......
J.A...... ... ..... ......

................................
(Name)

in the sum of $ .............................................................

...................................... ................

................. ...............................................

Union Title Company for title search and for Title Certificate $ ....S-0

............................

Rlevenue Stamps and recording fees.
Any other necessary expense provided by said option.
Commission to Paul L. McCord for services provided by option

•.

Balance remaining to be paid to undersigned.

(Owners)
Approved by tenant as to amount
payable for rights of tenant.

(Tensnt)

(Agent)

Order
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OPTION TO PURCHASE LAND
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_title.to the..above described land to the United Swtes of America, free and clear of all taxes, liens and encumbrances of every
.:rish,
without coat to the-Government, a
ý
kind and character, including stamps. taxes -and etc., and the undersigned will anlo
certificate of title of the Union Title Company of IndianapoLis, Indiana, to the said land satisfactory to the Attorney General
of the United States and after examination of the deed and certificate of title by the Attorney General, the undersigned wilt
have said deed recorded and will furnish a certificate of title of the said Union Title Company showing title to be good and
marketable as vested in the United States of America, free of all liens anol encumbrances. In the event the title shall be unmerchantable, the undersigned agrees to make said title merchantable at.tA.'-..-own expense.
Upon furnishing of final certificate of title &s above showing title to be vested in the United States of America, the
agreed purchase price above mentioned will be paid by the Government to the undersigned,
If for any reason the title to the land is not approved by the Attorney General, the Government will proceed to acquire
the land by condemnation proceeding instituted in the District Court of the United States in which said property is located.
under a consent verdict fixing the award at the agreed valuation and in accordance with all the terms and provisions of this
option and will upon filing its petition in such proceeding deposit said agreed purchase price with the clerk of said court, same
to be disbursed by said officer pursuant to the decree entered in such condemnation proceedings.
The occupancy and use of the land by the Government as granted aforesaid shall not be interrupted, but shall continue to
be enjoyed by the Government throughout the pendeney of said condemnation proceeding.

(....
............

/

is executed in triplicate
.......

......

this ............

..

.............
......
/

.......day of..................

..
..

lZ

Witness:

Accepted by and on behalf of the United States of America this.

...............

...... ....................

. ..........

Very truly yours,

Chief, Real. Estate Branch

Continuation of Option to Purchase
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Land and Contents, $3798.94
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WAR DEPARTMENT
OFFICE OF THE QUARTERMASTER GENERAL

WASHINGTON
.w.

To

MQ1
601 -1 C-RE
Jefferson Proving Grounds, Ind.
(Noble Sheppard)

March 25,

1941

Mr. Noble •3hepi..ard
h.ural Route #.
hol ulon, Indiana
Dear Sir:
Mr. Ev.ring .right of the Department- oi' Justice has informed this office to the effect that you have not roce'.ved notice
of the acceptance of y our option which you granted to the United
States for the sale of land located within the Jefferson Proving
Grounds area.
This will notify you tlrat your option was accepted on
February 28, 1941 and a copy o' the contract was for'warded to 1,r.
Paul L. McCord for delivery to you. 7;e have wrritten Mr. McCord
to deliver your copy of the contract to you.
As soon as the title
papers have been examined oy the
Department of Justice ana the closin,', procedure had, you, will receive your check for the purchase price.
For the Quartermaster General:
Very truly yours,

Q
_14JJ. 0 ..
Chief, Real Estate Branch

War Department Letter
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NOTICE
Please find enclosed the option which has
been exercised by the War Department, covering
the purchase of your property.
The Department of Justice will handle the
closing of this transaction. A representative
of that Department will notify you when they are
ready to see you.
PAUL L. McCORD COMPANY
has in-

td notice
.....
.

.

..

-United

States for the sale of land located within the Jefferson Proving
Grounds area.
This will notify you that your option was accepted on
February 28, 1941 and a copy of the contract was forwarded to Mr.
Paul L. McCord for delivery to you. We have written Hr. McCord
to deliver your copy of the contract to you.
As soon as the title
papers have been examined by the
Department of Justice and the closing procedure had, you will receive your check for the purchase price.
For the Quartermaster General:
Very truly yours,

Chief, Real Estate Branch

Notice of Eviction
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Osgood, Indiana
June 2, 1941

Noble J. Shepherd
Nebraska, Indiana

Project:
Vendors;
Contract No.:
Acreage:
Purchase Price:

Jefferson Proving Ground
Noble J. Shepherd
W 766 03 5077; McCord No. 530
8o
03,798.94

Dear Sir:
I have received the check in payment for the lands
optioned by you to the United States for the Jefferson
Proving Ground.
This purchase will be completed at the office of
Ewing E. Wright, Lawyer, Osgood, Indiana, at two o'clock
p. M.,
Thursday ,
June 5
, 1941.
Vendors, their
husbands or wives, all
tenants and other interested parties
must be present at that time.
You must bring your copy
of the accepted option to the closing.

Very truly yours,

D.

DJS/L
cc:

JAMES SNODGRASS,

Special Attorney
Commanding Officer
Jefferson Proving Ground
Madison, Indiana

Department of Justice Letter
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Official Army Map of 1941
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I Cried Yesterday
I cried yesterday, not for my mother who was buried on my ninth birthday, nor was it for my
firstborn who died before he had a chance to breathe, but for all those brave folk who gave up
their homes when Uncle Sam needed land in this area. He bought their homes and their land
and the vast area became known as the Proving Ground.
Yesterday as I was cleaning I opened an old chest full of mementos and immediately I took a
melancholy trip down memory lane. To borrow a phrase from an old song, it was about "another
story, another time, another place." There they were - those old pictures that told the story:
Moving day at the corner store, neighbors moving, people saying good-byes. There were other
pictures of these brave people and their homes, homes from which they were uprooted and which
were left behind along with their farms.
Many of these farms were the homesteads of their ancestors, land on which stood buildings and
fences built by their own hands. Sadly, they left behind their dead, whose quiet graves were later
to be violated by relocating them in a safer place where no bombs would be tested. Also left
behind were businesses, schools, and worse yet, their places of worship. Relatives and friends
were tearfully separated, some never to be reunited again.
Yes, I cried for all these people, but most of all, I cried for my uncle, whose picture was very
touching. There he stood, straight and tall with his face against the proving ground fence. His
hands were cupped around his face as if this would give him an advantage to see far off. As
he stood staring through that fence, probably at that moment he, too, was taking a trip down
memory lane, known only to him. It was a quiet place among the wild flowers and where the
birds sang. It was here he often went to pray, and to put in his own words, where years earlier
he "gave up the wild life and gave his heart to God." And yes, he could have been thinking of
the future.
Anyway, I'm happy for these precious memories and for the short time I was allowed to dwell
among those brave people and that I, too, was once part of a place called Marble Corner in
Ripley County.
Yes, indeed we moved! Our lives were changed and would never be the same again. I was only
a child then and that was just prior to WWII, a time of happiness, contentment, and innocence,
a time when not only were our lives changed forever, but at that time in history the world was
changing also and it, too, would never be the same.
Yes, I cried for "another story, another time, another place." Deep within my heart there lies an
unsatisfied desire to visit, to see, to touch the special place that once was "that story, that time,
that place."
Submitted by Louise Claghorn Roscoe, in honor of my Uncle Rev. Landers Johnson.
*Marble Corner CIRCA 1941 Ripley County, IN
*(Note: Marble Corner no longer exists)
This Copy was submitted by Bea Boyd, Ripley County Historian
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Marble Corner School class picture 1933 - 1934
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Names on back of photo of Marble Corner Class of 1933 - 1934.
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Benville

By Lilian Carmer
Benville was located in Bigger Township along the Jennings-Ripley County Line.
According to a clipping in the Indiana State Gazetteer (probably sometime 1860 to 1880)
published in "Memories of Bigger Township," the population was 40.
According to "Memories," the Benville post office operated from 1858 to 1906, when Rural Free
Delivery went into effect. Post offices were located in the general store or other places of business.
Postmasters were Joseph Passmore, James Hole, Joel Hidder, Robert Ransdell, Jonathan Cope,
John F. Hayden and Francis Dolan. At one time, the post office was a small building (the Hayden
general store) located on a farm later owned by Carey Fry. The store was later converted into a
residence that stood on the Jennings-Ripley County Line; half of the house was in Jennings, the
other half in Ripley.
The Gazetteer lists J. F. Hayden (born in 1841 in Jennings County) as the postmaster, operating
the general store and as a justice. James Graham and T. G. Stout operated sawmills; J. A. Hines
and H. Hughes were livestock traders; J. H. Hoole, carpenter; J. G. Mayer, wagonmaker; John
H. Perkins, undertaker; Robert Ransdell, constable; and Edmund Seamon, blacksmith.
In 1900, a history of Bigger Township published in The North Vernon Republican states "Benville
is surrounded by good farms and comfortable homes. E. H. Burton dispenses general merchandise
and buys country produce; Ed Seamon does general blacksmithing; Joseph Ralston & Son are saw
millers and also operated a threshing machine, a corn shredder and a clover huller; U. E. Smith
is a contractor and builder and also raises barns for other carpenters throughout the county.
Smith was the contractor on the Benville Bridge, which is on the National Register of Historic
Places. "Memories" also includes two photographs of the bridge. Workers included Frank Perkins
and Bill Stark.
There were also several black families living in the Benville area. One of these was the Frank
Downing family. The 1884 Jennings County Atlas indicates there was a "colored" school there.
However, in a photograph published in "Memories" the only black student is Frank Downing.
"Historic Black American Sites and Structures," a publication by the Jennings County Preservation
Association (PO Box412, Vernon, IN 47265), states two sources indicate the Emancipation Day
was celebrated at Benville by large gatherings, including people from Cincinnati. The JCPA article
also states, "Two burial sites have been documented.
Hillett Cemetery contained three marked and 49 unmarked graves. The cemetery on the former
Boswell Farm had one marked grave and 2 unmarked sites. Efforts to locate the sites were
unsuccessful. Record of the grave relocation cannot be found. "
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Brilliant daffodils and iris blossoms in the springtime, and a few partial foundations are the only
reminders today of where Benville once flourished.

Left to right: Norma Lou Irwin and Lilian Carmer shown holding the "Tenacity
Award" Given the JGP Heritage Partnership by Historic Hoosier Hills.
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Early History of Jefferson Proving Ground and World War II

Colonel Derosey Carroll Cabell, Jr.

Colonel Cabell, son of General Derosey Carroll Cabell and Martha Otis was born in San Diego
California on June 5, 1893 and graduated from the U. S. Military Academy at West Point on
June 13, 1916. He saw service in Mexico immediately after joining his regiment, the 1 0 1h U.S.
Cavalry. He served in WWI by training soldiers at Camp Lewis, Washington, but did not get
overseas until June 1919. In 1936, he transferred from the Cavalry to the Ordnance Corps. He
was assigned to the Panama Canal Zone where he served from 1938 until 1940. Towards the end
of 1940 he became the first commander of Jefferson Proving Ground, Indiana, and after serving
as commander of JPG, he was assigned to an Ordnance Brigade in Utah, Oran, Algeria, and in
France. He retired as a Colonel in 1945.

Colonel Cabell: Builder and first commander of JPG.
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